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Four Honored with
Academy's Awards
for CELCO Digital
Film Recorder:
Thank Committee and film
star/host Charlize Theron for
awards .. .and kisses.
March 2"d, Beverly Hills, CA
hotos courtesy

The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences (AMPAS)
presented four awards "for scientific
and technical ach ievement" to the
developers of the CELCO Digital
Fil m Recorder. Paul Constantine ,
brother John Constantine , Jr., cousin
Peter Constantine and Carl Ludwig
were honored during the black-tie
gala event at the Regent Beverly
Wilshire Hotel Ballroom on March

and
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Scientific and Engineering Plaque above awar ded
to CELCO Film Recorder de velopers Paul
Constantine and cousin Peter Constan 'ne.

2"d, 2002 .

CELCO film recorders " have
proved their exceptional merit
through successful use ",
according to Awards Administration
Director, Richard Miller.

Visit us at www.celco.com Mahwah, NJ Rancho Cucamonga, CA
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Editorial
Hunting fo r Displays at PC Expo
Ken neth I. Werner

The explosion ofOLED prototypes were hard to
ignore at SID 2002, bw that was not the onlv
revolution -in-progress to be found in Boston. This
issue presents full coverage of SID 2002 and the
state of display technology.
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Hunting for Displays at PC Expo
PC Expo, held this year June 25- 27 at ew York' s
Jacob Javits Convention Center, is a smaller East
Coast version of Comdex, and it has been getting
smaller over the 3 years I have been going to it. The
show's organizer, CMP Media, says the attendance
this year was 35,000 (down from 45,000 last year)
and the number of exhibitors was 350 (down from
400).
It is still a sizeable show, with an emphasis on IT issues such as disc backup
systems, tablet PCs, keeping your PDA connected to your office LAN, and convincing customers that the recordable DVD industry really is ready to settle
down to a common format (it is, except for Sony and Philips- which means it
isn't) and that it is safe to start committing to a serious roll-out of the technology
(your money, your choice). Clearly, Sony learned a different lesson from the
Beta videotape fiasco than did the rest of the world, as indicated not only by its
wanting to go its own way with recordable DVD, but by its manic promotion of
Memory Sticks'", which were also much in evidence at PC Expo.
All this was interesting enough, but when it came to the editorial focus of this
magazine -displays and, to a lesser extent, the input and output devices used in
conjunction with displays- I was hard-pressed to fill a full day, something that
was not the case 2 years ago. Still, there were some interesting things to see and
talk about.
Ian Miller and the team from Samsung were showing off their wares in one of
the many jury-rigged second-floor rooms that PC Expo rents to exhibitors for
entertaining press, analysts, and serious customers. One interesting product was
a 17-in. "Magic Bright" flat-screen CRT monitor that allows the user to select
from three levels of luminance (for text, Web, and video) with a "hot key" button on the front of the monitor. This is entertaining, in part because you can easily see the image definition degrade with increasing luminance. The maximum
luminance, said Miller, is 320 nits. This higher level of luminance comes with
no decrease in life expectancy, says a Samsung press release. Increasing the
maximum luminance without sacrificing lifetime was not trivial, said Miller,
and required a package of design changes in both the CRT and the supporting
electronics. There are two versions of the monitor: 185 MHz for a maximum
resolution of 1600 x 1200 at 68Hz ($229 MSRP) and 110 MHz for 1280 x 1024
at 65 Hz ($1 89 MSRP).
Samsung's ML-1430 laser printer for $199 was impressive. This faster
replacement for last year' s ML-121 0 is rated at 15 copies per minute and produces 600 dpi. The duty cycle is 15,000 copies per month. Its low price
includes built-in parallel and USB ports and Samsung's N-up printing mode,
which lets the user display up to 16 pages of text on a single sheet.
The company also showed a nicely designed, bright 15-in. LCD monitor
($549 MSRP) which adjusts for height and tilt and folds flat. Thi s can be convenient for the user, but it also provides the manufacturer with more economical
shipping, said Miller, because many more monitors fit into a container. The
speakers are enclosed in the base.
Also occupying the room were the wide-format 24-in. LCD that was "prereleased" at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in January and the 50-in.
PDP (1366 x 768) for public-information and advertising applications. The
continued on page 60
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Choices Are Good ...
by Aris Silzars

Most of us thrive on the excitement of exploring, the
stimulation of being surprised, and the freedom to
make our own choices. Without some ambiguity and
•.
our lives can become boring and stale. Is
uncertainty,
·~
this a leftover remnant from the survival-driven ori/
gins of our species? I think not. It has indeed been
1:
with us since our cave-man days, but it is not a transient phenomenon to be
solved by technology or by ever more abundant earthly comforts. The very
nature of human existence has the built-in uncertainty of a mostly unpredictable
ending point. Thus, it behooves us to have as many interesting experiences as
we can during our current visit to this planet Earth.
What got me into this philosophical mood was a seemingly trivial event during a visit to the local outlet of a large office-supply chain. As I was paying for
my replacement toner cartridge, the clerk asked me to provide some personal
information that had nothing to do with this purchase. I politely declined - and
promptly noted that, as I was leavi ng the store, my emotional temperature was
rapidly rising into the danger zone. To put it bluntly, I was boiling mad! I just
wanted to buy my toner cartridge, pay for it, and come home. Why do I need to
be "profiled" while I am making a si mple purchase? Of course the store ' s
explanation is so that they can better provide for what their customers may want.
However, now our local grocery store chain has introduced "advantage cards"
for mostly the same reason. And the local electronics store wants to know my
personal information so they can send me the "best promotional materials."'
And when I visit a Web site, my search habits are recorded so that I can receive
specially selected e-mail spam. Is it possible that we may be reaching a saturation point in all this probing to establish our behaviors?
As for me, I have a strong message for all you merchants out there! You will
find that I am far too unpredictable to be "profiled." Yes, I have some basic
needs for food, clothing, and shelter. But beyond that, you have no idea what I
will do next, or where I will go next. Most of the time, even I don't know. So
please Jet me do my own searching and my own selecting. Let me make my
own choices and sometimes even mistakes. For us human beings, browsing is
good. An unstructured hour of page turning through the Sunday paper is good.
An exploratory walk down a new city street is good. A visit to a newly discovered botanical garden is good. Having the unplanned experience of learning
how to repair your overheating boat while out on a lake is also good - although
maybe not as pleasant. Being told what we should like was not good when we
were children and it is still not good.
These attempts by merchants and manufacturers to fi nd the most successful
products are really not all that harmful as long as vigorous competition and plentiful choices continue to exist. But if one merchant, manufacturer, or technology
becomes too dominant, then we lose our ability to explore and find those unexpected, and often pleasantly surprising, benefits that a new and innovative product can provide. Sometimes it takes someone who, by most people's standards,
is considered almost in the near-crackpot category to bring these new concepts
into view. The first introduction of these ideas may not even be a commercial
success, but the attempt may stimulate others with a more conventional, and

v_.:;i.~
·
~.·
...•.......

continued on page 62
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OLEDs, OLEDs, Everywhere .

• •

It was impossible to ignore the profusion of OLED prototypes at
SID 2002, but they were not the only technology providing the
heat that kept the show on the boil.

by Ken Werner

O
RG AN IC LI G HT-EM ITTI NG DIODES
(OLEOs) provided the obvious heat at the
Society for In fo rmat ion Display's International Symposium, Seminar & Exhibition
(SID 2002), held May 19-24 at Boston· s
Hynes Convention Center. A record number
of tec hni cal papers -approximately 320 were presented at thi s fir st SID Symposium
to be held on the East Coast in 5 years .
Although thi s was the onl y record breaker. the
event typically received high marks from the
exh ibitors, speakers, and reg istrants queried
by Information Display.
Most exh ibitors said that although the
reduced number of show atte ndees was
noti ceable. the average quality of contacts was
considerabl y hi gher and bu iness was good.
Several exhibitors commen ted on an o ngoin g
transition in the SID show th at was. apparen tly . partic ul arly noticeable thi s year. 'This
u ed to be a technology show." said one
approvi ngly, '·but it is increas ingly a product
and customer show . Business is being done ...
The overall attendance was approximately
6500, said Mark Gold farb of Pal isades Co nvention Man agement. Inc .. the firm that manages the SID sy mposia, compared to 7500 last
year. Last year· s attendance was a reco rd . and
represented an approximate 20% increase over
2000.) The number of ex hibitors this year was
260 (co mpared to 280 in 200 I) and the num ber of booth s was 474 (co mpared to 524 in
200 I). Goldfarb said . Paid registration for the
tec hnical symposium was 1660 (co mpared to

1802 in 200 I). 750 for the Monday/ Friday
seminars (compared to 792 ). and -+36 for the
Applications Tutorial s (compared to -+55 ).
There was one other record high number
associated with SID 2002. The press corps
co vering the event re ached 100 people- not
counting analy t . who belong to a diffe rent
pecies.

Year of the OLED Exhibitor
This may not yet have been the ··year of the
OLEo:· but it was clearly the year for OLEO

exhib it ors. DuPont. Kodak . RiTdisplay

Corp .. Optrex. Sony , Cambridge Display
Technology . Universal Display Corp .. Philips
Components. eMagin Corp .. Opsys. Neoviewl
Sunic System . and Toshiba- Mats ushita
Display , among others , were very visib le on
the show floo r. Dow Advanced Electronic
Materials was making appoin tments with
journalists to deliver the message that Dow
"is poised to become the premier manufacturer of PLED mate ri als ... (Poised. perhaps.
but not there yet. Dow. a C OT licensee.

Ken Werner is th e editor of Information
Di splay.
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Jeff Page for SID

A signiflcalll portion of DuPont Displan ' large booth 11·as de1•oted to OLEDs.
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is currently building a plant in Midland.
Michigan. said Dow's Dave Kyle .)
Also fishing for journ ali sts and opinion
makers off the show floor was the Britishbased technology-licensing firm BTG . BTG
provided a several -person-strong entourage
for Arthur J. Epstein. Director of Ohio State
University's Center for Materials Research.
Epstein· s team has developed an OLEOenhancing technology called symmetrically
configured ac light emitting (SCALE). As
BTG and Epstein expla in it. cunent OLEOs
are de devices. their structures are asymmetrical. and they enjoy efficient charge injection
only in one current direction (forward bias).
SCALE technology imroduces a redox (able
to accept both electrons and holes) "encapsulating material'' between each electrode and
the organ ic emitting laye r of the OLEO. A
SCALE OLEO pixel can produce two colors
of light- one for each cunem direction - and
is said to offer improved lifetime and stabi lity
and to be compatible with roll-to-roll processing. Epstein said that the technology works
wi th both small -molecule and polymer active
layers.
Some technologies make it to successful
production. some do not. So it is always comfort ing to see display technology on the show
floor that is actuall y producing images. Par-

ticularly striking was the refined. very -thin
version of Sony's 13 -in. 800 x 600 OLEO
display. Impressive last year. the display is
spectacular this year. with rich saturated colors . And for the first time, Sony is talking
about production plans (for 2003). ToshibaMatsushita Display showed its new 17-in.
1280 x 768 OLEO, decisively taking the
"mine is bigger than yo urs·· title from Sony.
But the development of the 17-in. is still in
progress .
Also impressive was Kodak 's AM550L. a
2.16-in. 521 x 218 full-color OLEO display
for portable entertainment and other applications. The 8-gram 120-nit display was showing ti ch saturated colors. Kodak· s Les Polgar
said that developer kits had just been introduced and are now available. Production will
ramp up late this year at the Gifu plan t of SK
Display. the manufacturing joint venture established by Kodak and San yo. The full -color
video-capable AM550L contrasted favorably
to the many monochrome alphanumeric
OLEOs seen around the show floor. In answer
to a question from John Lari sh at a Tuesday
morning pre s conference. Polgar said that the
first Kodak camera with an OLEO display will
probably appear early next year.
Philips showed a polymer OLEO protected
fro m the en\·ironmem by a devel opmental

thin-film passivation layer. which permits a
much thinner display than present techniques.

LCDs: What Have They Done Lately?
If the talk and press coverage seemed to center on OLEOs. it is likely that part of the reason is that good-looking. durable. and economic AMLC Ds fo r notebook computers and
monitors have become commonplace. The
wide variety of panels from leading manufacturers such as Samsung . LG.Philips LCD ,
NEC, Sharp . and Toshiba generally looked
beautiful. Luminance, vie wing angle, number
of pixels. and panel diagonal are tai lored to
different applicat ions in a dizzying number of
combinations. with diagonals and number of
pixels getting larger and an increasing number
of wide panels in evidence. Larger panels are
appearing in notebooks. with l 5 in. becoming
common. but pixel fom1ats generally top out
at XGA or SXGA+ fo r mainstream computers.
A major reason for this, said senior executives from two AMLCD su ppliers. is
Microsoft. The lack of convenient scaling of
elements suc h as icons. tool bars. and menus
scares many users away fro m disp lays with
resolutions of UXGA and higher. Although
Microsoft has given this problem short shrift
in the past. the software giant is now starting
to pay attention. said one LCD executive. But
Windows feature sets are already locked in
until 2005. said the executi ve. so there is no
short-term relief in sight- at least not from
Microsoft. But Portrait Displays. the creators
of the wide ly used Pivot® software for usi ng
displays in both landscape and portrait modes.
was introducing LiquidYiew "' 2.0. w hich was
to be formally released on June 18. This is
the scaling software for Windows® that
Microsoft left out. The ne w version offers
enhanced flexibility and a very graceful user
interface compared to Version 1.0, whi ch sold
500.000 copies since Q4 ·o I. Portrait
Displays was promising the announcement of
major PC customers shortly.

Where Did Plasma Overcapacity Go?

Jeff Page for SID

Displav elecTronics and semiconducTors in greaT l'arien· hm•e become an imponanl parT o.f The
S ID sho1L Here. a flex circuit recei1•es an in -booTh inspecTion.

A very interesting thing has happened to
POPs. In the four-month period startin g
(approximately) last November. the major
Japanese PDP manufacturers have gone
from having huge amounts of excessive
manufacturing capacity to not having enough.
according to spokespersons from NEC and
Panasonic . What happened? The major
Information DisplaY 9102
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overview

Jeff Page for SID

Good-looking AMLCDsfor moniTors and lapTOp PCs 1rere ubiquiTOus a/ SID 2002. Th ese are
from LG.Philips LCD, u·hich announced iTs swnding (in The sign aT Top lef T) as Th e u·orld's leading supplier of 15-in. LCDs for noTebook PCs.

Japanese consumer-electronics companie
decided that PDP prices had gotten low
enough to make PDP television sets affordable in the Japanese market. Currently, said
NEC's Omid Milani , EC' s PDP allocation is
roughly 90% to Japan for TV applications and
I 0% to the U.S. for information-display appli cations. With large vo lumes now flowing
through the plants, more rapid price reductions are possible. And at least some of the
major PDP companies are building new
plants.
On the PDP-technology front. most of what
wa seen at SID wa evolutionary. The
exception was Plasmaco/Panasonic . which
showed a 60-in . prototype with 1080 line ·.
progres ive scan. addressed from one edge of
the panel onl y (s ingle scan). Applying dual
scan to this technology. said Pl asmaco·s Jim
oecker, would al low them to produce a
2000-line PDP. a format that would be
directl y compatible with digital -cinema
format .

Joe Hallen. David Lieberman. Alfred Poor.
and myself. We also have expert opinions
from COT's Stewart Hough and Samsung

Electronics's Jun Hyung Souk. Here are a
few thing s that may not have been covered by
my colleagues. or that I feel deserve highlighting in the context of thi s overview. as well
as in the articles devoted to indi vidual technologies.
lridigm Display Corp. has been discretely
developing its innovative MEMS iMOD
(i nterferometric modulator) display technology for years. but went into serio us promotional mode by formally introducing prototype s at SID 2002 and distributing a glos ·y
full-color pamphlet. An iMOD element consists of two metallic electrodes separated by
air. The one closest to the viewer is a thinfilm stack on glass: the other is a flexible
metal foil. In the OFF state. the cell gap is
such that light reflecting from the front and
rear electrodes interferes constructively and
light is reflected. When a rel atively small
voltage is applied. the rear electrode is drawn
toward the glass front plate. the interference is
negative . and the pixel turns black. If an
appropriate constant bias voltage is applied.
the display can be made bistable. By carefully adjusting the cell gap in the OFF state.
subpixels can be tailored to interferomeuically produce red. green. or blue. Subpixels
can be 25-60 11m on a side (400- 1000 dpi ).
so producing gray levels by area dithering is

New and Interesting
What el e wa new at SID 2002? Lots. and
much of it will be covered in the follow ing
pages by the six correspondents ID unleashed
in Boston: Stephen P . Atwood, Pat Dunn,
14
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Jeff Page for SID

The sTaff in £-Ink's booTh u·as proud of Their Thin rej/eCTi\'e color aCTi1·e-mmrix micro-encapsulaTed eleCTrophoreTic displa.1·, buT some obserl'ers 11·ere more impressed ll'ith the \'ery high C0 /1trast and maTte su1face of the passil•e bistable black-and-ll'hiTe 1·ersion.

straightforward. Examples of color displays
in PDA mock-ups shown at S1D were sharp
and quite bright. Colors were only moderately saturated, but were competitive with
many of the LCDs used in such applications.
This new reflective disp lay technology does
not absorb light in polarizers or color filters,
so it should have high reflectivity. And it
would appear that power consumption can be
very low. Optical response time was not published. In the weeks following the show,
lridigm announced it had received $8 million
in add itional funding . to close its Series A
funding round with $2 1 million. Now 1 know
where the glossy pamphlets came from.
ClairVoyante Laboratories has been developing their PenTile '" Matrix pixel geometry
and 2-D subpixel-rendering approach for
some time (see Infonn(/{ion Display. Dec.
1999). At SID 2002. the company unvei led
the fi rst prototypes wi th development partner
Samsung Electronic . By adjust ing subpixel
geometry and/or anangement so that subpixel
rendering is possible in two dimens ions. and
taking advantage of the fact that there is more
blue informat ion provided in a standard pixel
anangement than the human visual system
can use, the PenT ile" ' approach allows a
mananufacturer to produce displays with substantially greater effective resolution without
increasi ng the number of drivers or TITs in
the display. (Alternatively. the manufacturer
can opt to keep the effective resolution the
same and reduce the number of drivers and
TITs.) Commercial products are expected.
perhaps within the next year. (I certainly
believe in the accuracy of these comments.
Nonetheless. as you evaluate them. you
should know that 1 am a member of ClairYoyante's Advisory Board.)
Philips Components showed the thinnest eve r (at 3.5 mm) 3.5-in.-diagonal QVGA
LCD. The disp lay embodies several technological advances, and also incorporates a very
narrow non-active area. The folks at Philips
are clearly very proud of this device. They
are also working on transd ucers to make the
display surface into a loudspeaker.
A mulet's Easy GUr® ASIC controller chip
combines an LCD controller and a userinterface engine that makes it easy to design
graphical user interfaces for embedded control
applications without the coding in C++ or
another language . Amulet ' s chip and compiler all ows the interface to be constructed
with a graphics program (such as Paintshop

Pro) for constructing images and Web-page
authoring tools to create the desired look and
feel. The Amulet compiler is then used to
compile the HTML from the Web authoring
tools into 11HTML. which is then used to program the flash memory. A control in terface
can be created in a few hours instead of days
or weeks. says Amu let.
Amulet's clever user-friendly approach,
Phil ips's work on incorporating more of the
system onto the display. and Portrait
Display's LiquidYiew '" all indicate the growing importance to display buyers of components that have not traditionally been part of
the display. Ease of integration and fast time
to market are critical. and buyers want help
from their display and component supp liers.
The "smart display" movement is certain ly
part of this. and so is the increasing presence
at S1D shows of display-semiconductor and
board-level-electronics and single-board-computer makers.
For the first time. th is SID Review Issue
will contain an article devoted entirely to the
display semicond uctors and display elec tronics shown at SID . But the segment is already
so large that full coverage in a short rev iew
article is not feasible. •
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CyberTouch designs and
manufactures specialty touch screens
for the medical , industrial, military
and aerospace industries.

Select from a wide ran ge of off-theshelf touch screens or have us
custom design one for you .
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Projection Display Products
•

Microdisplay coverglass

•

Standard and SCR color wheels

•

Standard and polarization recovery light pipes

•

Front surface mirrors

•

Polarizing beamsplitters

•

ColorQuad -r" assemblies

•

UVIIR filters

•

TIR prisms

•

Dichroic filters

•

Conductive coverglass

•

Tempered glass screens

Direct View Display Products
•

AR on polarizer

•

AR coatings on glass , PET and rigi d plastic

•

Conductive AR coatings

•

Contrast enhancing AR coatings

•

EM! shielding

•

LowOhmT" ITO coatings

•

Plasma front panel s

OCLI is a leading manufacturer of optical components
for the display market, with manufacturing facilities
in the US a nd Asia. We offer a global sales force
to address your needs , and a world class optical
e ngin ee ring team to help with yo ur de sign.
For information about how OCLI can enhance your
di splay system , call us at 707 525-695 7, send a fax
to 707 525- 784 1 or e-mail us at ocli_sales@ocli.com .
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LCDs: The 800-pound Gorilla
Except for television, LCDs now represent the world's dominant
display technology, and they are produced in many variations
designed to satisfy an astounding array of applications.

by Alfred Poor

L
IS is a watershed year for direct-view
LCD technology, according to iSupply/
Stanford Resources: it is the first year in
which revenues for desktop-computer LCD
monitors wi ll surpass revenues for CRT monitors. at about SIS billion. Yet. while all
active-matrix LCD (AMLCD) panel larger
than 9 in. on the diagonal will account for
65% of the LCD market revenues this year.
92% of the LCD units to be hipped in 2002
will be pas ive-matrix supenwisted-nematic
panels.
Clearly, th e LCD market is complex and
changing rapidly. but the theme that runs
throughout is .. growth .'' And nowhere was
this demonstrated better than by the range of
products and prototypes on di splay at the
2002 SID exhibition. From new technology
to new products for familiar applications.
from revolutionary to evolutionary advances.
manufacturers are moving the LCD market
forward on many fronts at once. As Bruce
Berkoff. Marketing Executive Y.P. at
LG.Philips LCD put it. the industry goal is
simple: "more glas per person .''

PenTile '" technology from C/airVoyante Labs
(Sebastopol. California. www .clairvoyante.
com) . Thi is a new way of configuring the
red. green . and blue cell in order to create
effectively higher-resolution display using
the arne number of LCD cells. In partnership
with Samsung. ClairYoyante has produced
sample panels using their PenTile"' I pattern ,

which were on display. The algorithms for
convening an image signal for this new subpixel configuration were programmed into a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA). but
the company has plans to integrate these functions in other panel appl ication-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) as they move into the
commercialization phase. Consumer-TV

New Technology
The products that get the lion' s share of the
attention at a show like this are the ones th at
demonstrate something quite different from
exi ting products. One of the demon trations that falls into the novel category is the
Alfred Poor is a Contributing Editor to both
PC Magazine and Information Display;
telephone 2 I 51453-93 I 2.fax 2 I 51453-0286,
e-mail: apoor@bellatlantic.net.
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Ken Werner

Global Display So/wions showed this industrial TFT-LCD in an award-win ning marine console
made by CliStomer Raymarine.
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nia, www .components.philips.com) were
showing various forms of E-Ink"s bi stab le
display that are based on microcapsules
filled with black-and-white pigmented e lectrophoretic particles. The panels had impre sive
contrast. and the viewing angle was so wide
that the panel almost looked as if they had
emissive creen . The company currently
uses batch processing for panel fabrication.
but they are working with Toppan to develop
roll-to-roll production. E-Ink has passivemat ri x direct-drive designs for low-density
information appl icat ions such as transporta-

Ken Werner

This Sharp 15-in. UXCA TFT-LCD. ll"hich has a compacT form facTOr, produces a luminance of
180 niTs, is adverTised as low poH·er, and uses Sharp "s ASV Technology. is inTended for lapropPC applicaTions.

prod ucts using PenTile"' technology could
be ava ilable in early 2003. with portablenotebook scree ns becoming available in late
2003.
Another new technol ogy being pursued by
many co mpani es is the creati on of LCD panels on plastic substrates. One novel approach
was demonstrated by Viztec (Cleveland, OH.
www.viztec.com). A mi xture of polymer and
liquid-cry tal materials is placed between two
subst rates, and ultraviolet (UV) light is used
to harden the polymer material. It creates vertical columns between the two substrates. and
the liquid-crystal material se parates into separate cell s. Yiztec is working with Flex !Cs,
which speciali zes in very-low-temperature
pol ys ilicon-on-pl as tic sub strates, and with
Promerus. which makes optical-grade plastic
films.
Closely related are the various forms of
bistab le LCDs that were on exhibit. These
panels are of particular interest to designers of
battery powered mobile devices because once
the image i drawn on the display no additional power is required. One of the most
interesting was from Ne moptic (Magny les

Hameaux, France. www.nemoptic.com),
which uses standard LCD material to create
bistable panels. The standard material can be
made bistable by the use a weak anchoring
system on one of the panel substrates. The
co mpany demonstrated a 6-in. VGA panel
that had excellent contrast.
Kent Displays, Inc. (Kent. Ohio. www.
kentdisplays.com) showed improved versions
of its cholesteric- LCD (Ch-LCD ) displays .
with cell -response performance that is twice
as fas t as that of previou panels. The front-lit
reflective vers ion is ready for production: the
backlit version will be ready soon.
Display Research, Inc. (DR/) (Wylie.
Texas, www .di splayresearchinc.com) also had
Ch-LCD panel s. which the company claims
are designed in a way that does not infringe
on the intellectual property of Kent or other
companies. Their black-and-white panel
works by reflecting UY or IR light. not visible
light.
And while it i not LCD technology. we
will mention that £-Ink Corp. (Cambridge,
Massachusetts. www.eink.com) and its partner Philips Components (Sun nyvale, Califor-

Philips Components

Philips ComponenTs \\"as clearly proud of its
newly introduced 3.5-in. QVCA TFT-LCD
that is onlY 3.5 111111 Thick- the thinnesT such
display yeT made.
Information Display 9/02
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LCDs

Cellular phones. industrial and automotive
instrumentation. and PDA disp lays were
everywhere. but the big new was LCD
televisions.
Leading the way were the large-format
panels. Now that 5th- and 6th-generation
LCD-fabrication plants are starting to come
on line. manufacturers can make larger panels
more efficiently. Samsung Semiconductor
(San Jose. California, www.usa.samsungsemi.
com) could claim the "boast for the most"
prize with a 40-in. TFf-LCD panel. It has
WXGA resolution ( 1280 x 768 pixels) wi th a
0.68-mm pixel pitch and patterned vertical
alignment (PV A) for wide viewing angles. the
panel weigh 12 kg. LG.Philips LCD was not
far behind with their 30-in. WXGA panel at
6.4 kg. but this di play has the added dist inction of being in production and shi pping now.

Sharp Microelectronics of th e A mericas
Optrex Amenca

Optrexfabricates its "Mechatronics " LCDs so that LCD alphanumerics and icons can be presented under a mechanical pointer. \l'hich awomobile buYer~ (and lllllllltjacturers) prefer.
tion signage. but it also showed a 5-in. color
panel using active -matrix TFfs : Philips
shou ld be shipping a monochrome version by
the summer of 2003. E-Ink has also been
working with metal-foil backplanes to create
flex ible displays.
Another new technology that was on display is three -dimensiona l screens. Samsung
SDI (Korea. www .samsungsdi.com) and the
DDD Group (Santa Monica. California.
www.ddd.com) had autostereoscopic LCD
panels using lenticu lar screens. Deep Video
Imaging (Hamilton. ew Zealand, www .
actua ldepth.com) had a novel approac h. using
an LCD panel overlaid on top of another. As
a result. one can look through the top image to
see the back layer. This g ives an indication of
depth . but. more imp011antly. allows designers
to layer information on the screen. displaying
mo re information at once than is possible with
a single screen.
There was other new LCD technology on
display as well. LG.Philips LCD showed a
panel with copper bus lines that can transmit
signals 2.5 times fas ter than traditional aluminum alloy. The end result is a display with
higher brightness and resolution: the first production panels should ship by the end of 2002.
LG.Philips LCD also showed a method of
overdriving LC D cells - apparently similar to
the Mitsubishi "feed-forward'' technologythat speeds up pixel response time dramati 20
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cally. This is needed for the next generation
of LCD TV . Many of the best of the current
crop of LCD TVs still show sl ight smearing
on mo ving images. and . in at least one major
brand of LCD TVs. the smearing is more than
slight. T he kind of technology LG. Phil ips
LCD showed will help produce the first generation of "no-apologies·· LCD television sets.
Two other products were on display that are
not LCD products. but could have interesting
implications for some LCD devices .
Portrait Displays (Pleasanton. California.
www.portrait.com) demonstrated version 2.0
of LiquidView"'. which is software that makes
it easier for Windows '" users to make fonts
and icons larger. This could become increasingly important as the pixel-per-inch specifications rise on computer-monitor LCD panels.
And Philips Components showed a transducer that can be mounted on the back of a
flat -panel di play. turning the panel into a
speaker. It worked surprisingly well - even
on a handheld-sized panel - and was certainly
better than most speakers that are built into
LCD desktop monitors. Philips Components
is working on a second-generation version
that will be able to create stereo sound from a
single d isplay.

Non-PC Applications
The vast majority of the panels on ex hib it
were intended for applications other than PCs.

(Ca mas, Washington. www. harpsma.com)
also has a 30-in . WXGA LCD-TV panel that
will ship in Q4 '02. and a 20-in. panel with
wide -view ing-angle Advanced Super View
(ASV) technology is now in production. T he
200:2 SID/lnfonnation DisplaY Display of the
Year Gold Award winner Rainbow Displays
(End icott. New York. www.rainbowdi plays.
com) was also on ha nd with their 37 .5-in. tiled
LCD.
LC Ds for mobile devices- everything from
cellular phones to PDAs- also received a lot
of attention. Sharp highlighted their progress
in continuous-grain silicon (CGS ) technology.
The increased electron mobility compared
with standard amorphous silicon makes
active-matrix-TFf de ·igns more powerefficient while increasing the cell aperture
ratio. The dtivers can be incorporated on the
di. play substrate. which saves space. reduces
assemb ly costs. and increases reliability. Sharp
showed a 2-in. QVGA panel that is slated to go
into production in October 2002. and also
showed a 3.5-in. transflective QVGA panel.
Philips Components also had an extremely
thin 3.5 -in. QVGA TFf- LCD that was on ly
3.5 mm thick. The company is worki ng on
amorphous-silicon and L T PS designs for their
panels.
Three-Five Systems (Tempe. Arizona.
www.threefive.com) showed a 2.2-in. QCIF+
( 176 x 220 pixels ) TFf color panel that is
aimed at applications using the QC l F videoconferencing standard.
T here were many automotive LC D appli cations in evidence. but Optrex A merica

tions. There was little new in terms of the displays for these uses. but a Samsung representative said that the company expects to sell 31
million notebook di splays thi s year. plus
another 30-35 million desktop-monitor LCD
panels. the majority of which will be I 7-in.
Most of these will use basic LCD techno logy.
Premium panels such as those with wide-view
PYA technology will be in much lower demand.
Planar (Beaverton. Oregon. www.planar.
com) showed a number of PC desktop LCDs.
as well as so me designed specifically formedical applications.

Distributors

LG .Philips LCD

Manufa ctu rers seem to .feel that TFT-LCDs in 30-in. WXGA fon nat H·i/1 be a popular si~e for TV
and public-information applicatio11s. This one, bv LG.Philips LCD (appea ring in a Philips public-information display), is shipping now.
(Plymouth. Michigan, www .optrex.com) may
have had the most. (O ne-third of the company's business is based on automotive applications .) Optrex has developed an STN
tec hnology called Trim Fine Crystal Color
(TFCC) that uses active mu ltiple-line add ressing to improve the performance of the panel s.
The company has also developed ·'mechatronics·· ST panels that have a hole in the middle
so that a mechanical axle can extend through
the panel and a pointer can be mounted in
front of an LCD gauge display. The 2002
BMW 7-Series automobiles will include displays us ing this technology . Optrex also has
TFT-LCD panels for use in automobiles; their
6.5- and 7.0-in. units are intended for '·infotainment'' applications for passengers, such as
watch ing movies. The displays have a -30°C
to +85 °C operating range. making them well suited for automotive use.
Another non- PC app lication is industrial
use, where rugged high-brightness panels are
essential for a successful display solution.

Many companies were showing such panels.
including Global Design Solutions, Vertex-

LCD , Panelview . i-SFT Indu strial Siemens
Flat Pan el Tec hnologies. Kristel Custom
Display , l EE. and Landmark . NEC Electronics (Santa Cl ara, Californi a. www.necel.
com) also had a variety of LCD panels intended
for non-PC applications. including a 10.4-in.
transflective panel and an 8.4-in . VGA panel
with a bright 450-cd/m 2 light output.
There were also companies that specialize
in low- and hi gh-density passive-matrix LCDs.
including Emerging Display Technologies
Corp . (Irvine. California. www.edtc.com)
and GPO LCD (Hsinchu. Taiwan. www.
gpo.com.tw).

PC Applications
LCD panels remain an important part of the
PC business. Margins on desktop monitors
are currently razor thin. but the price structure
of notebook computers makes it more appeal ing to supply LCD panels for these applica-

ot all exhibitors of LCD products at SID
2002 were manufacturers. Distributors play a
key role in the di stribution of panels. and can
help designers find the panels that are bestsuited for their applications. Some of the distributors exhibiting included National Display
Systems (Morgan Hill. Californ ia. www.
nationaldisplay.com) and JACO Electronics
(Hauppauge, ew York. www.jacodisplays.
com). One di stributor- Earth LCD (San
Juan Capistrano, California. www .earthlcd.
com)- has carved out a unique niche in the
suppl y chain. The y specialize in buying surplus and overstock panels from manufacturers
and end-prod uct producers and then selling
them at a substantial di scount. Among their
offerin gs at the show were a I4.1-in. color
computer monitor for $279 and a 12.1 -in.
color TV for $599.
Of the 260 exhibitors at SID 2002 , a large
number were related to LCD-panel production.
either directl y or indirectl y. LCD-panel technology has matured to the point where many
segments ha ve reached commodity status. with
multiple suppliers and relativel y stable prices.
There is also plenty of innovation under way.
however. and the evolution of so me applications (s uch as the co nvergence between PDAs
and cellular phones) as well as aggressive
moves into new markets such as LCD TV prese nt new challenges that may open the field to
new playe rs. And emerging consumer markets such as China may produce more rapid
growth than is currently anticipated.
The bottom line is that direct-view LCDs
are central to the display industry. As seen
from the products on display thi year. companies are working hard to take advantage of the
technology' s position. It looks like there is
more glass -and perhaps plastic - in everyone's future. •
Informario n DisplaY 9/02
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The World of Fashion

Full

of colorful

surprise!

Solomon Systech leads you to a colorfu l fashion world with the newest single chip C5TN LCD driver controller IC 5501780, the world first CSTN LCD driver control ler IC with graphics accelerator engine (GAE) and built-in cap features ,

for up to 104RGB x 80 + 1 icon line resol ut ion 4K color display cellular phones or other
handheld applications.

No matter it is a new design or a product upgrade from mono or grayscale to color display,
SSD1780 is an ideal single chip solution with high integration , low power consumption and
minimal connection pins, suitable for high performance, compact design portable commun ication
devices. Plus the on-chip graphics accelerator engine, SSD1780 is the first in market to
provide command type graphic manipulation on CSTN LCD driver controller IC to draw lines,
rectangles , copy or move objects and even define pop-up windows for any phone operations.
It surely speeds up the whole application system at a more efficient system cost.

•

Visit us online for complete technical information and datasheet download
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Application Example

Perform spectrally-based luminance and color measurements anywhere , anytime. With the batte ry- powered Photo
Research®PR®·650 S pectraColorimeter~M Whether you are
testing displays, measuring skin color or tracking pollution ,
don't settle for an inaccurate filter colorimeter. Choose the
only NI ST-traceable spectrorad iometer that is truly portable.

FAST.
ACCURATE.
PORTABLE.

Use the hand-held PR-650 in the field to measure spectral
reflectance in seconds. Measure emissive sources like displays and projectors in the lab
with user-friendly SpectraWin®software. Or automate your
QC testing by controlling the PR-650 remotely from a PC over
an RS-232 interface.
Proven SpectraScan®diode-array technology captures the entire
visible spectrum from 380 to 780 nm in one shot. The PR-650
also offers AutoSync ~M a unique feature which automatically locks
to the refresh frequency of CRTs and allows accurate testing of
computer monitors.
Backlit supertwist LCD display

Pritchard optics, on -board data storage, push-button operation ,
fast-charge Nicad batteries and a host of other features make the PR-650 the most versatile
colorimeter on the market. Choose from a variety of optical
accessories for specialized applications.
The PR-650
Call us and discover how affordable, fast and accurate light and
color measurement can be.

PHOTO RESEARCH 'INC.
9731 Topanga Canyon Place
Chatsworth , CA 91311-4135 U.S.A
Phone: 818-341-5151 • FAX: 818-341-7070
http:/ / www.photoresearch .com
e-mail : sales@photoresearch .com

Light Measurement
on the Move
~
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Emissives Shine at SID 2002
A stroll across the SID 2002 exhibit floor showed PDPs getting
bigger, OLEDs getting ready for prime time, and a few novel
display technologies nibbling around the edges.

by David Lieberman

I N most transmissive and reflecti ve flatpanel-display (FPD) applications today. the
liquid-crystal display (LCD ) reigns supreme.
but the future may present an entirely different picture. Already. emissive plasma-display
panels (POPs) ha ve virtually captured the 40in. -and-larger di spl ay arena. and emissive
organic light-emitting-diode (OLEO) displays
are about to mount a seriou s challenge to
LCDs in the small (approximately 2-5 in .)
end of the market.
As at last year' s SID symposium. SID 2002
was rife with emissive displays of many
kinds , including OLEOs in great profusion . a
healthy complement of POPs. a few stray vacuum fluore scen t (VF) and thin-film electroluminescent (TFEL) displays. an occasional
cathode-ray tube (CRT) - for demon tration
purposes only- and several developmental
di plays. This year, the developmental group
included carbon-nanotube field-emis ion
displays (C -FEDs) from Noritake and the
thick-film -dielectric (TFD) displays of iFire
Technology. Inc .
At its booth, Noritake featured a new line
of drop-in graphics replacements for alphanumeric YF modules. In addition to these
monochrome (blue/g reen ) display modules . it
also demonstrated active-matrix YF module
capable of video and multi color YF modules
with combinations of red and either blue or
green. The company is targeting its C -FED

Da vid Lieberman is a veteran display journalist living in Massachusetts. He is a con tribwing editor to Information Display:
e-mail: da l'idliebe nn @earrhlink.ner.
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work at large-pixel modules for stadium-type
displays. The six-pixel module shown thi s
year produced a nice bright red. blue. green.
and white.
A for TFEL displays. Planar demonstrated
a single miniature active-matrix electrol uminescent (AMEL) display at a booth dedicated
mainly to LCD monitors. and Lite A rray,
In c., demon trated an array of TFEL displays

showing text and coarse graphics in variou
sizes and in 160 x 80-, 320 x 256-, and 480 x
240-pixel formats .
Lite Array is no longer using Luxell's darklayer technology as a contrast enhancer.
ex plained Vice President of Sales Geoff
Lustig. but is developing it own. The technology in development should boo t luminance from II 0 to the I 50 nits needed for out-

Tosh iba

Toshiba 's 1280 x 768 17.1-in. polymer-OLED protorype, fabricated by ink-jer priming, is now
the li'Orld's larg est OLED display.
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doo r applic:ltions. he explained. The company
is also developing TFEL displays that solve
the phosphor-bum-in tendency of existing
TFEL displays. he added . A tran parent 160 x
80-pixel TFEL display was also demonstrated.
For its part. iFire Technology, Inc..
demonstrated the latest mile tone in its tec hnology quest with a 17-in. TV -displ ay prototype. Like TFEL. the iFire tec hnology uses
thin -film phosphors. but it replaces TFEL 's
thin-film dielectric with a patented thick-film
structure that it says enables both high performance and very low manufacwrin g cos t. The
prototype represe nt the tec hnology's scale-up
in size of "CRT-like color qu ality." accord ing
to Vice President of Business Development
Joe Virginia. first demonstrated on a 2-in.
di splay in January 200 I and then on an 8.5-in.
di splay in June at SID 200 I.

PDPs - Getting Bigger and Better
As at last year's SID ex hibition. Plasm aco,

In c.- Matsushita' s U.S. R&D subsidiary for
pl as ma displays - featured two PDPs at its
booth (but last year' 42-in. model was
replaced by a 50-in. display) . both of whi ch
are co mmercially availab le from Matsushita
(Panasoni c). Appearing for the third year in a
row was a 60-in. wide-sc ree n prototy pe PDP
HDTV. but thi s year ' s vers ion was different.
The big pane l had 1080 rows of pixels,
enough for the hi ghest-resolution HDTV
mode. and. unlike most plasma panels. all of
the pi xe ls are addressed from on! y one horizontal edge of the panel instead of both edges.
It is therefore said to use ·'single drive"
instead of '·dual drive ... With dual drive. the
Plas maco technology is capab le of making a
2000-line PDP. which would be compatible
with digit al-cinema formats . Despite the
prototype status and advanced features of the
60-in . model. it nevertheless appeared ready
(if certainl y not priced) for prime time, with
impress ive brightness and excellent color saturati on. It performed better on th e show fl oor.
in fact. than the 50-in. model sitting next to it.
including its ability to reduce blur in moving
images. Flatron PDPs figured prominentl y at
LG.Philips's booth in sizes ranging from
37 to 60 in .. and NEC Electronics, Inc.. was
showi ng a 61-in. model with an improved
700: I contrast rat io. According to Omid
Milani , EC' s PDP operati ons are "now at
96'7c of capacity" cranking out 42-in. models.
Pioneer Corp . brought a third generation of
its 50-in . 1280 x 768 display to SID 2002. a

Ph1hps Components

Philips's 1.-J-in. passil•e-matrix monochrome polY1ner OLEO.
unit that has a redesigned cell structure that
the co mpany's Laura Walsh said delivers
deeper colors and cri sper detail. The company's fust Energy-Star-compliant PDP is
c leverly config ured with a slot for an opt ional
add-i n board to customize it for different markets. Walsh said that about a dozen thirdparty companies are supporting the concept
wit h add-in boards for fu nct ions such as TV
tuners. computer monitors. and video walls.
Samsung Digital demonstrated ~ 2 -. 50-.
and 63-in. PDPs at its booth. along wit h ~ 3 and 50-in. digital-light-processing (DLP) rearprojec ti on display and its impress ive 40- in .
direct-view LCD . The 50-in . PDP. adjacent to
the 40-in . LCD. appeared to show better
detail. although the LCD was brighter and had
bette r whites and blacks.

The Run to Organic
As at last year's SID exhibition . OLED were
among the stars on the show floor. wi th repeat
appearances of miniature- approximately

I in. on the diagonal- OLEO-on-silicon displays from eMagin Corp . and the 13. 1-in.
prototype low-temperature po lys ilicon (LTPS)
OLED that Sony Corp . debuted at SID 2001.
the largest OLED ever shown until that time.
This year. Tos hiba took the lead in OLED
prototypes. demonstrating a 17.1-in. LTPS
OLED to fol low the 2.2-in. version it first
showed at S lD 200 I.
The OLEOs at SID 2002. as at SID 200 I.
were almost univer all y very bright and very
fast. Contrast. sharpness. color quality. and.
where applicable, video capabilities varied
considerabl y. There is as yet no clear trend to
indicate wh ich of the two main com peting
chemistries - small-molec ule OLEDs or
polymer OLEDs- will ultimately become the
most popular, but manufacturing i on the
upti ck for both.
The OLED revolution started in the chemistry lab. and OLED materials vendors were
well represented at the sympos ium . David
Fyfe. President of polymer-OLEO-pioneer
Informal ion Displa1· 9102
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Ken Werner

Plasmaco 's impressive 1080-line (progressive) single-scan 60-in. plasma display.
Cam bridge Display Tec hnology (CDT).
reported th at stab ility is on the rise for polymer OLEOs as well as the potential applications ... We are getting 5000 hours on our new
blue material. twice what we had one year
ago:· he said. ·That is within the specification for wireless devices ...
But. said Johan van de Yen. Vice-President
of Mobile Display Systems at Philips Components . .. th eir lifetime needs to get better.. to
move beyond such applications as mobile
phones . '·especially blue for polymer OLEOs
and red for small-molecule OLEOs:· In addition to its blinking OLEO booth badges. CDT
also demonstrated a handheld MP3 player
with an OLEO from it Delta licensee and a
Motorola cellul ar phone with an OLEO from
CDT licensee OSRAM Sylvania . CDT
licensees have reported .. getting incredible
yields at this early stage of development. .. said
Fyfe. Consumers. he said. wi ll be willing to
pay I 5-30o/c more for a product with an
OLEO because of OLEO technology's
demonstrable superiority over LCDs.
Covion Organic Semico nductors GmbH
was showing small-monochrome OLEOs in
orange . yellow. red. blue. and green : and
Universal Display Corp. (UDC) demonstrated
26
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small matrices of single-color pixels a well
as monochrome (green o r blue) phosphorescent OLEO displays in a 248 x 64-pixel fom1at.
Samsung SDI demonstrated a phosphorescent OLEO using Universal Display Corp.

materials. This 2.2-in. 176 x 220-pixel multicolor LTPS OLEO produces a peak luminance
of more th an 300 nits. compared to about
60 nits for a conventional LTPS polymer
OLEO that the com pan y a! o showed. and its
red and green phosphorescent materials have
three times the efficiency of conventi onal
electrolumin esce nt (EL ) materials. a company
spokesman explained. And at 250 nits. the
phosphorescent di splay dissipates o nl y about
200 mW with 30o/c of its pixels on.
At the SID 2002 technical sympo ium .
Opsys announced that it has achieved the
highest efficiency yet reported - 40 lm/W at a
400-nit luminance level- for a solutionprocessed OLEO. The company believes that
this achievement brings its proprietary dendrimer OLEO technology ..closer to co mmercial viability for efficient low-co t manufacturing of flat-panel displays: · as Opsys CEO
Michael Holmes put it. .. Dendrimers have the
potential to make long-term improvement in
color quality. power efficiency. lifetime . and
processing costs of displays: · he said ...These
are vital for OLEOs to fulfil their potential for
growth wi thin the displays sector and to meet
their transformational expectations in lighting.
decor. and signage applicat ions:·

OLEDs Big and Small
Toshiba · s 17 .l -in. OLEO prototype. which
made its first public appearance in April in
Japan. is a polymer-OLEO device with a

Ken Werner

Samsung placed irs 50-in. lt'ide-formar PDP nexrro its 40-in. \\'ide-format AM LCD for a direcT
comparison. Th e PDP \\'as shatper; th e AM LCD ll'as brighrer.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Ar SID 2002, Kodak an noun ced rhe availability of a design /.:ir fo r irs AM550L 2.16-in. LTPS
active-matrix fu ll-color OLED. wh ich featured sh(llp images and rich saturated colo rs.

1280 x 768-pixel fo rmat. up to 300 nits of
luminance, and a 256,000-color palette. It is
clearl y still a prototype, with some obvious
fl aws and anifacts, but it represents ·'an enormous ac hi eve ment in a short amount of time.''
according to Fyfe.
The Sony LTPS OLEO showed exce llent
color and contrast. A Sony spokesman said
the company hopes to be selling this 300-nit
(peak) 800 x 600 di splay in the fa ll of 2003.
In the near term, Tos hiba also showed a
2.2-in . 176 x 220-pixe l OLEO whi ch it first
demonstrated at SID 200 I . Mass produ cti on
is planned fo r later this year. The little di splay was excellent, although it had some nonoperati onal pi xe ls. The Toshiba OLEOs are
all patterned using ink-jet printing.
SID 2002 saw the first demonstration of a
still smaller "see-through-capable" OLEOon-silicon di splay from eMagin Corp . - a
sub-l-in . monochrome (green) SYGA+
greater-than- ! 000-nit small-molecul e OLEO
for industri al and medi cal applicati ons th at
can make good use of scree n overl ays . It
draws less th an 300 mW.
The company also demonstrated its di splays in end produ cts and developmental
products from partners. Am ong these were a

therma l-imaging camera. a head-tracking
system, and a 3-D "stereovision" headset.
The ca mera and head trac ker worked fl awlessly; the 3-D is not yet prime. Accordin g to
Olivier Prache. Vice-President of Microdi splay Product Development at eMagin
Corp., next-generati on gaming headsets will
bring head trac kin g and 3-D together. By
slightl y tweaking its di spl ays , he added,
eMagin can now use an output from an nYidi a
graphics chip to pro vide alternating left- and
right-eye views fo r 3-D .
Elsew here, LCD spec iali st Optrex returned
with an OLEO prototype for automoti ve das hboards. The area-color di spl ay has green and
red sec ti ons. with mass producti on expected
in 2003. "It has broader color than VFDs,'·
said the co mpany' s John Cramer. ''The door is
aj ar.
In the middle ground betwee n approximate ly 2 and 5 in ., DuPont Displays and
RiTdisplay Corp . both showed off dozens of
small OLEOs as the y had the year befo re.
DuPont is in the polymer-OLEO camp, while
RiTdisplay makes small-molecule OLEOs.
As a DuPont manu fac turing partner. though,
RiTdisplay has pl ans to have polymer OLEOs
in producti on in Q3 '03.

Asked whether OLEOs are, under realworld conditions. deli vering their c laimed
power advantage over LCDs, a DuPont
spokesman said, " th at is still in the zo ne of
acrimony. Power is still in the value proposition stage , but it should be marginall y higher
than that of a pass ive LCD ."
In additi on to its famili ar slate of monochrome and so-called "area color" di splays.
DuPont demonstrated an AM OLEO fo r the
fi rst time, a 4-in . QVG A prototype targeted at
pocket PCs. Like Tos hiba, DuPont uses inkjet patterning. "We' re studying the bes t way
to co nfi gure the dri ve sc heme," said the
spokes man.
The many OLEOs show n at RiTdi splay's
booth. all pass ive and small-molec ul e. ranged
in size from 0.96 to 3.65 in . on the di agonal
and approx imately from 64 x 48 to 160 x 160
pixels in form at. In many cases. sharpne ss and
co ntrast were excellent : in other cases they
were not. One eBook-oriented OLEO had a
nice touch: it di splayed a verti cal line in the
middle of the di splay to represe nt the spine of
a book.
First to market with pass ive OLEOs
(announ cing sa mpling in June 200 I), Philips
Mobile Display Systems continued its aggressive passive-OLEO roll-out at SiD 2002 . The
company announced an OLEO development
kit fo r deli ve ry in Jul y/A ugust of 2002, and
demonstrated an electroni c shaver equipped
with a 160 x 80-pixe l green OLEO th at parent
Philips will shortl y be selling in the U.S .
Moreover. the company demonstrated a de velopmental - '·still two years out.' ' accordin g
to van de Yen- super-thin OLEO , whi ch
repl aces the top glass substrate with a layer of
thin fil ms .
As fo r SK Display Corp., the recentl y
formed joint ve nture of Eastm an Kodak Co.
and San yo, it announced an LTPS OLEO
design kit at SID 2002 whi ch is expec ted to be
ava il ab le in Jul y. The SK 2. 16-in. OLEOs are
clearl y ready fo r prime time. demonstrating
excellent color performance on all fronts.
Design kits for larger-sized di splays will be
announced later thi s year, according to Leslie
Polgar, President of Kodak Di spl ay Products.
Except for the Noritake nanotubes. FEDs
could not be found on the SID 2002 exhibit
fl oor. " It see ms SID has survived the virtual
disappearance of FEDs qui te easil y, replacing
it with OLEOs," said Stewart Hough. VicePresident of Business De velopment at Cambridge Di spl ay Technology. ''The Sony di sInformation Display 9102
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play looked stunning and the Toshiba di play.
with the largest size and highest information
content to date , all done with ink-jet printing.
was very impressive for a fir t-generation
hawing ...
But occasional rumors of FED activity at
some leading display companies bubbled up
in the weeks following SID. Perhaps. like
turning base metal into gold. ome of those
rumors will turn into technol ogy demonstrations by the time of next year ' s SID show in
Baltimo re. •
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Microdisplays at SID 2002: Cautious
Optimism
Momentum seems to have shifted from LCoS to DMD microdisplays, but
interesting LCoS initiatives were on exhibit at SID 2002 - and everybody
is waiting for the high-definition revolution to hit the U.S. TV market.

by Stephen P. Atwood

L
E MICRODISPLA y COMMUNITY
came to the SID International Symposium this
year expressing hope and cautious optimi m
after what can arguably be described as a
brutal past year. Some companies that were
attention-getters last year were not even in
operation by SID thi year. Some were much
more streamlined versions of their former
selves. and others were in the process of reorganization to take on new shape and strategy. Still, when one discounts the unrealistic
expectations set by some. the community
achieved some remarkable milestones over
the past year and showed that there are quite a
few viable microdisplay technologies worthy
of appreciation.
The performance of reflective liquidcrystal-on-silicon (LCoS ) devices used in
projection engines has improved dramatically.
a result of advances in engine design and the
LCoS technology itself. Three-Five Systems
and Ph ilips both presented demonstration
consumer-television products made from LCoS
panels that seemed to perform better than any
CRT-projection versions. and well within the
minimum standards for consumer acceptance.
Most impressive were the uniform contrast

Stephen P. Atwood is CTO. DC! Acquisi1ion
Corp .. dba DisplayCheck, 240 Oral School
Rd. , Sui1e 105. Mys1ic. CT 06533-1208;
1e/ephone 401/392-1023Jax 401/397-9193.
e-mail: satll'ood@ DisplayCheck.com; URL:
Hww.DisplayC!zeck.com.
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ratio . whic h both companies believe can be
better than 400: I in production units.
Kopin 's transmi Si\'e LCoS technology
continued to improve in both re oluti on and
tran mis ion. They demonstrated a wide variety of color-seq uential near-to-eye (NTE)
embodiments. Kopin wa also showing their
new SXGA devices which can be used in

monochrome applications or in a three-panel
configuration for full color.
Organic light-emitting-diode (OLEO)
microdisplays were demon strated by eMagin
Corp. in a variety of NTE embodiments covering 2-D color. 3-D color with head tracking,
and transparent monochrome applications.
With a brightness of better than I 00 cd/m 2 and

Stephen P. Atwood

Philips expec1s 10 have an SXGA ve rsion of its relatively large engaze"' LCoS microdisplayfor
single-panel rear-projeCiion TV (bo uom ) commerciallv al•ailable later this year. At over
I in. on th e diagonal. il dll'aifs an01her LCoS microdisp/ay, the 0.5-in. unit from Three -Five
Systems (top).
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VGA+ resolutions (852 x 3 x 600 pixels).
e:\1 agin has made significant advances in their
de\ ices that enable some promising NTE
implementations.
It has been several years since Texas Instruments exhibited its reflective microelectromechanical-system (MEMS ) microdisplay at
SID - the Digital Micromirror Device'"
(0MD"') - or the Digital Light Processing"'
(OLPT\' ) technology of which it is part . But a
number of key projection-component makers.
inc luding Unaxis. were on hand to show their
new advances in dichroic mirrors. scrollingstyle color wheels. and lamps. These advances
continue to make the field more promising for
MEMS as well as other technologies.
The question that many were discussing was
What will be the killer application for
microdisplays'l Arguably. what hurt the makers of most microdisplays in 200 I were the
overall economy. performance problems with
some specific designs. and a frustrating lack of
high-volume applications. The largest sales
volumes for microdisplays today are in camera
viewfinders. which are dominated by traditional polysilicon LCDs. LCoS devices have
started making good inroads into thi s marketI million units or more in annual volume.
Other NTE applications have suffered especially hard due to ergonomic issues that are
still not thoroughly resolved. With that said.
key demonstrations this year proved that the
microdisplays themselves are now ready to
enable a better class of NTE products. Most of
the visual issues with LCoS frame-sequential
color seem to have been mitigated by frame
rates of 80 Hz and higher. There are still some
lifetime concerns with OLEO devices. but
eMagin believes they have made significant
progress and that lifetimes are just fine for a
typical-duty-cycle TE product.
In other application areas . volume has
been much harder to come by. One oftenarticulated strategy is to position microdisplay
projection engines, generally based on LCoS
or MEMS technology. as ''the perfect platform" for consumer HDTV. It is generally
expected there will be a substantial opportunity to sell replacement and upgraded TVs as
format conversion in the U.S . and other countries marches on . and that this transition will
be substantial enough to support tremendous
volumes for panel manufacturers.
Companies demonstrating LCoS technology. in particular. frequently argued that they
had or will have the best price/performance

Philips

Sho11·n is Philips's scrolling- color light engin e, 1rhich inco rporates the engaze '" panel.
advantage over direct-view or other panel
technologies for large-format HDTV products. In fact, every reflective-LCoS-product
manufacturer interviewed said that its devices
would make significant gains on the consumer
side of the projection market because of their
capability to provide a much lower system
cost than other solutions. including MEMs .
and do so with '·good enough'' performance .
To prove thi s. several companies have now
produced their own light-engine designs to
speed adoption. a strategy reminiscent of
Texas Instruments' approach early in their
introduction of DMDs.
However, it was hard. but not impossible.
to get anyone to suggest that a reflective
LCoS projector could be optically better than
a similar MEMS design. This is not a new
debate- even between projection l'S. directview in the consumer-TV market- and we
will certainly have many more SID symposia
before the answer is clear.

SpatiaLight
One of the most vocal advocates of LCoS
technology for consumer TV was Dr. Piaget

of SpatiaLight, inc. SpatiaLight operates as a
fabless R&D company that focuses its
resources on technology development while
working with partners to actually fabricate
their panels. The company offers a 1280horizontal -pixel vertically aligned nematic
(VAN ) liquid-crystal analog-input panel in
both 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios. which are the
most common formats available. The panels
are said to have a peak reflectivity in the
white state of better than 70'7o and can potentially achieve a 1000: I contrast ratio.
To produce an optical engine that was optimized for its panels. SpatiaLight teamed up
with Fuji Optical. The result is a fieldsequential-color projection engine that
SpatiaLight specifies at a 350: I contrast ratio
(a company spokesman said they believe the
engine can actually produce more than 500:1 ).
The demonstration unit at SID 2002 was meant
to show off the Fuji Optical engine and the
SpatiaLight panel in a typical configuration.
From a business perspective. SpatiaLight
believes it has a product ready and needs a
hungry market. It has focused its efforts on
proving its model in mainland China, where,
Information Display 9/02
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Ken werner

The Philips 44-in. 16:9 rear-projecrion LCoS rele1·ision prororype 11·as sholl'n ar SiD 2002.

sequential design . the color field rate needs
to be much higher- 240 Hz or more - to
avo id visible break-up when the sc reen is
viewed using peripheral vision. The
scrolling-color prism technology helps to
diminish this artifact.
The Philips LCoS panel- tradenamed
enga~e- i unu sual compared to other offerings because it i much larger. over I in. on
the diagonal. and uses a pin-grid-array (PGA )
connection scheme. Panels from many other
LCoS companie . such as Three-Five
Systems. are much smaller. often less than 0 .5
in . on the diagonal. and use a flex lead for
their connections.
Typicall y. projection-engine designers want
the panel s as small as possible to help enable
smaller and more efficient light path and to
minimi ze weight. When asked about his company's choosing to produce a large-format
device. the Philips representati ve explained that
they chose the larger fonnat to reduce risk and
shorten time to market over their competitors.
Philips's business model includes licensing
the reference design for the projector as well
as producing its own consumer-TV products .

working with China Electronics Corp. (CEC )
and others. it hopes to dem onstrate the
acceptability and price/va lue capabilities of
large-format rear-projection LCoS HDTV .
Chinese consumers today bu y more than
300.000 projection TYs annually at an average price of $3500. With the conversion to
HDTV . Dr. Piaget thinks thi s market will
grow to over one million units ne xt year and
tlu-ee million per year very soon. The Chinese
Government see ms more determined than the
U.S. Government to timulate propagation of
HDTV, so this may be a faster test bed than
the U.S . market.

Philips Components
Also enthusiastic about HDTY. Ph ilip s Comp on ents demonstrated its prototype reflective
LCoS high-definition con umer tele vis ion.
The sc reen measured 44 in. on the diagonal
with a 16:9 aspect ratio and used one LCoS
panel in frame-sequential mode. The brightness uniformity of white images was good but
not great. By utilizing their sc rolling-color
prism technology and a relatively slow color
field rate of 180 Hz. they achieved very good
color saturation and brightness wi th negligible
visible frame break-up . In traditional color32
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eMagin Corp.

eMagin Corp. sholl'ed an effecri l'e 3-D headser 11·irh head rracking ll'hich ir hopes ll'ill be a
gamer 's delighr.

The company expects the panel to be available later this year in an SXGA format. with
!.he wide-HDTV format to be available next
pring. Apparently, Philips is focused
quarely on the U.S. and European markets.
and is able to wait longer for those markets to
de velop than some of its competitors may be.

Three-Five Systems
By the opening of the SID exhibition. ThreeFive System s had been on a small buying
spree, recently acquiring the technology of
both Zight and InViso to add to their own significant portfolio of LCoS technology. ThreeFive offers a significant portfolio of LCoS
panels with pixel formats ranging from at
least 800 up to 1920 horizontal pixels. The
higher-resolution devices are targeted at threepanel rear-projection applications for, of
course, consumer HDTV. A quick scan of the
company's data sheets shows that all of its
high-resolution panels are specified at a contrast ratio of 600: I or better and almost all at
70% or better peak reflectance. Three-Fi ve
Systems ' NTE offering is designed to be used
in color-sequential mode.
In addition to producing panels. Three-Five
Systems teamed up with Wavien. Inc ..
Advanced Digital Optics, and ColorLink, Inc .,
to produce an XGA three-panel light engine.
By providing a light engine, the partners hope
to speed adoption of LCoS into consumer-TV
designs . The engine assembly, including panels, is specified at a contrast ratio of greater
than 300: I and a luminance of 250 lm or more
in a 43 -in.-diagonal screen. These numbers
seem lower than the claims of some other
manufacturers, but Three-Five Systems'
demonstration was visually impressive.
Three-Five Systems was al o demonstrating
a variety of clever NTE implementations by
customers including Hitachi, Visys, and
Mobintech. All met expectations and showed
the continuing advances in NTE optics .
Although some of the implementations
seemed like good product ideas, none is des tined for immediate high-volume adventure.

eMagin Corp.
It was very encouraging to see eMagin Corp.
at the exhibition after their recent struggles
to keep operating. Their demonstrations
included a number of TE applications. but
the most interesting were their new 3-D
head-tracking goggles developed in partnership with the VRX Technologies Group.

Three-Five Systems

Three-Five S\'stems tec111Led up H'ith Wa1 •ien. Advanced Digital Optics, and ColorLink to pro du ce this XGA light engine. ll'hich uses three microdisplays f rom Three-Five Systems.

Using a special version of their SVGA
OLEO display (800 x 3 x 600) with left- and
right-eye stereovi sion electronics embedded
directly in the display substrate. they were
able to create a realistic-feeling 3-D experience with two panels and a fairly lightweight
headset.
By integrating the 3-D image processing
and allowing the left- and right -eye panels to
communicate directly with each other. the
company has eliminated a significant amount
of external circuitry. The brightness and resolution of the combined displays were more
than sufficient to make the application acceptable. eMagin was also showing several
embodiments of their new full-color SVGA+
OLEO, which has slightly more horizontal
resolution than standard SVGA and supports
both 16:9 and 4:3 aspect-ratio image formats.
As mentioned earlier, there are still some lifetime concerns with OLEO devices, but
eMagin believes that their devices can easily
meet 10,000 hours or better, which is arguably
just fine for an NTE product with a typical
duty cycle .

Kopin Corp.
Kopin Corp . was also demonstrating anumber of NTE applications, which were designed
around the company ' s transmissive LCoS
technology tradenamed Cyberdisplay"'. This
is a relatively mature technology. and Kopin
has recently begun to stretch it somewhat
from the original QVGA device that ships in
high volume to VGA and SXGA versions for
both commercial and military applications.
The most interesting VGA application shown
was a viewfinder-style global positioning
system (GPS ) receiver with a full -color
field-sequentia l display. The color field rate
was 80 Hz: some frame breakup was visible,
but the overall performance was good for
the application. The brightness of these
devices appeared a bit lower compared with
that of OLEOs, but not enough to be really
detrimental.

Scipher, PicVue, and Micro Vue
Another intriguing demonstration was of the
M icro Vu e SXGA ferroelectric LCoS (FLCoS)
panel technology. Born of technology
lnfo rmalion Display 9/02
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licensed from Scipher pic, Micro Vue and its
man ufacturing partner Pic Vue have begun
producing these devices to be used in singlepanel projection systems for (of course) consumer rear-projection HDTV. FLCoS technology is promising because it has very fast
switching speeds, which at one time meant the
difference between a single-panel and a threepanel implementation. The device is fairly
large at 0.88 in. on the diagonal and has a
native resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels.
Micro Vue specifies reflectance at 70% or
hioher and a minimum contrast ratio of 200: 1.
C~lor is ach ieved by fie ld-sequential methods.
In FLCoS systems, unlike other LCoS systems, gray scale is produced by temporal
dithering, which is appropriate because of
the very fast switching speed of FLCoS
technology.
At SID 2002, Micro Vue was demonstrating
a color-sequential projection system with a
pixel fo rmat of 1280 x 1024 and a frame rate
of 120 Hz. This corresponds to a color field
rate of 360Hz. Color-frame break-up was not
observable at any time, and the overall color
and brightness uniformity was acceptable.
From a business perspective, Micro Vue and
Pic Vue are investing very heavily in this technology, with a new manufacturing facility in
Taiwan capable of several million panels per
year by the end of 2003. This comes at a
time when the only other FLCoS company,
DisplayTech, which already manufacturers
NTE products in high volume, has chosen to
move out of the projection market.
Micro Vue has in vested significantl y in its
IP portfolio and believes it can beat Texas
Instruments on price by a su bstantial margin
with comparabl e performance. Therefore, the
company believes it can contend in both the
consumer-TV market and in the front-projection business market. This is a more aggressive vision than was conveyed by the other
LCoS companies interviewed.
This past January at the Consumer Electronics Show, Texas Instruments and its customers moved aggress ively into the co nsumer
projection market, and seemed to have captured the momentum from LCoS . The evidence at SID 2002 was that the LCoS contingent is consolidating around its strength in
NTE products on the one hand, and regrouping for further assaults on the consumer projection bastion on the other. It will be an
interesting year. •

Applied Films

Our DISPLAY-Technology at SID 2002
Applied Films is one of the largest supplier of products and services to the
global FPD Industry.

v
Our In-Line deposition equipment applies electrical functional layers used in all common display
applications:

Liquid Crystal Display
Plasma Display Panel
Field Emission Display
Electro-Luminescent Display
OLEO

The emerging OLEO application is a technology

institutes and commercial companies to accel-

priority for Applied Films. As part of the "OLEO

erate development of suitable mass-production

Consortium", we work together with research

processes and equipment for OLEO devices.

For further information contact us at:
Applied Films GmbH & Co. KG
Siemensstrasse 100
63755 Alzenau , Germany

Tel. +49 6023 92 6678
Fax +49 6023 92 6440
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The Stuff of Which Displays Are Made
Components, equipment, and materials were all over the show floor at SID 2002,
reflecting - and perhaps predicting - the changes in display technologies and products.

by Pat Dunn

L
ERE were 264 ex hibi tors at the SID
2002 exhibition. and most of them were suppliers of component . equipment. or materials.
Most of the medi a new hou nds could be
found sniffing arou nd the booths of the leading di spl ay supplier and emerging-technology companies. but this article highlights particularl y inreresting materi al and equipmenr
exhibitors. Gi ven the size of the SID show.
omissions are inevitable- but they are not
intentional.

thermal boats. a shadow-mask storage chamber. and ent ry and exit load locks.
Nikko Materials (www.nikkomaterials.
com ) is a subsidiary of Japan Energy Co. that
manufactures high-purity metals and wafers
used in the microelectronics and co mmuni cations industries- primarily sputtering targets
for the manufacture of semiconductors, datastorage devices. and optical fi lms. Nikko was
di spl ay ing lnP and CdTe wafers. whi ch are
wide ly used fo r compound-se mi cond uctor and
IR-sensor appl ications. as wel l as ITO target

for TIT-LCD and other flat-display manufacturing app licatio ns.

Display Lighting
This is a very broad field . and many supplier
were on hand to show their wares . These
prod ucts are primaril y backlights fo r LCDs.
but also include lamps for project ion systems.
Global Lighting Technologies (GLT)
(www.glthome .com) was on hand to di sc uss
its custom backlight-module business. GLT is
a worldwide manufacturer of bac klight assem-

OLED/FPD Manufacturing
OLEOs and PLEDs made their presence felt
this year and were on di splay by indu stry
leaders such as Sony. Toshiba. Samsung,
Philips. and many others.
Kurt]. Lesker Co. (www. lesker.com) was
talkin g about its OCTOS cluster tool. whi ch is
designed fo r pre-producti on and producti onscale processing of 6-in .-square OLEO substrates. The OCTOS provides excepti onal
layer-thickness uniformity. repeatability. and
reli ability. Its features include a reactive
plasma cleaning chamber, a robotic central
distribution module, an organi c deposition
chamber with three cluster modul es (eac h
with three low-temperature evaporators). a
linear sputter-deposition chamber with two
sources and complete mechanisms for linear
transfer, a metal-depos ition chamber with fo ur

Pat Dunn is Director of Technology for the
market-intelligence Ji rm DisplaySearch,
130 1 S. Capital ofTexas Hwy. , Suite 8125,
Austin, TX 78746; 1elephone 512/459-3 126.
fax 5121459-3127, e-mail: Pat@displaysearch.com.
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Kurt J. Lesker's OCTOS cluster tool is used fo r processing 6- in.-square OLED substrates.
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blies. with facilities in Shanghai and Suzhou.
China. and Taipei. Taiwan. lt has intellectual
property that covers techniques in forming
Micro lenses"' for uniform backl ighting and
also for the integrated molding of LEOs into
the plastic waveguides, which improves efficiency. GLT has sales and engineering per;,onnel throughout the world, and uses
CA D/CAM techniques to achieve its designs.
OSRAM Sylvania (www.sylvania.com)
announced the expansion of its P- VIP family
of super-high-pressure mercury lamps for
front - and rear-projection displays. Especially
intended fo r etendue-critical applications such
as DLP-. LCD-. and LCoS -based projection
systems. these lamps provide a very short
electrode gap with a high luminous output.
The lifetime of the lamps ranges from 1000 to
6000 hours. with power ratings varying from
100 to 250 W.
Ushio America (www.ushio.com) was also
pre senting its line of lamps for projection
app li cations. Ushio has developed a line of
lamps for a full range of projection sys tem s
and has several manufacturing facilities
worldwide. all of wh ich are ISO 9001 certified. Ushio ' s main offerings have been
150-600-W short -arc mercury Em Arc '"
lamps (for use in high-intensity ultraviolet
ad hesive-curing app li cations) and other highpressure discharge lamps.
BKL (www.eluminate.com) showed its line
of electroluminescent lamps for backlighting
LCDs. BKL is an ISO 900 1 and QS-9000
certified global manufacturer. and specializes
in high- vo lume appli cations requiring tight
tolerances and high-performance requirements. BKL uses a highly automated screenprinting technology utilizing advanced
microencapsulated phosphors to produce EL
lamps w ith high brightness. low power consumption. and better moisture resistance and, co nseq uentl y, long life.
PerkinElmer Optoelectronics (www .
optoelectronics.perkine lmer.com) introduced
its 200-W xenon/mercury discharge lamp which
is known as the XHP 200. It is designed primarily for projection applications using LCDor DMD-based technology. Its advantages
include a small plasma ball for maximum collection efficiency with small reflectors, very
high luminous flux. high luminous efficacy,
long life. and stable color temperature. The
XHP 200-W lamp is among a wide array of
lamps using custom parabolic and elliptical
reflectors manufactured with an electroplating

Westar Corp.

Westar 's automated test system.
process. Some key advantages of this process
are that it reduces the lamp's weight. provides
consistent curvature, all ows special-feat ure
add-ons such as mounting holes. and increases
durability and ease of alignment .

Display Films
Thi s category was well represented at SID
2002 . Many LCD and system suppliers are
trying to add value to their products by
increasing the scope of applications . and films
help them do it.

3M Touch Systems (www .3Mtouch. com/
info/pr) announced several new products at
this year' s show, including the new Mi croTouchn' M 150 flat-panel-display touch monitor. which uses an integrated touch sc ree n.
The monitor uses 3M ' s exclusive MicroTouch
EX II drive electroni cs and is available w ith a
Micro Touch-branded screen using ClearTekr"
capacitive or five -wire resistive touch- scree n
technology. The monitor is intended for use
in kiosks , POS , and other industri aVcommercial applications . The other announcement
Information Disp/av 9102
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equipment and materials

The ROHOGLAS and EUROPLEX fi lms can
be lam inated to other urfaces as a hard cap
layer, and have high transmission and low birefringe nce. The ROHOGLAS is the hardes t
uncoated fi lm on the market, with a 4H penc il
hardn ess. and EUROPLEX offers high impact
resistance. Appli cations for both film s incl ude
PDAs, touch sc reens, and fla t-panel monitors.
Zytronic Displays Ltd. (www.zytroni c.
co. uk) showed its touch screens and
ZYSHIELD opti cal filters. Zytroni c manu fac tures optical films and also integrates them
into TFT-LCD modul es for use in ki osks,
public telephones. etc. Zytroni c ann ounced a
recent des ign win in Marc oni termin als being
installed in Briti h Te lecom (BT) phone
booth s throughout the U.K. Other opticalfi lter product show n incl ude Hitrans"' heater
panels, RFI- and EMI-shieldin g optical film s.
AR coatings. and many others. including circul ar polari zers.
Fuj itsu Components A m erica (www.fca i.
fujitsu.com) announced its new FID-554
seri es of resisti ve touch-sc reen panels with
85 % transm ittance. intended fo r LCD applicati ons. The fo ur- wire panels use a proprietary
AR coating and are availab le in 0. 7-. 1. 1-. and
1.8-mm glass thi cknesses. They have a minimum 3H penci l-hardne s rating. are available
in a variety of sizes . and are intended fo r use
in desk top monitors. notebook PCs. handheld
computers. and pen-input PCs such as PDAs.
The FID 554 seri es is priced from $ 15 to $90
in OEM quant ities. depending on panel size.

DisplayCheck

DisplaYCheck 's rack test system for LCoS microdisplays.

from 3M wa the M icroTouch five -wi re resisti ve touch sc ree n. built at its Resisti ve Ce nter
fo r Excellence in M ilwaukee. Wiscon in.
Thi s ann ounce ment broadens 3M 's resist ive
touch- cree n line to include fo ur- . five-. and
eight- wire fil m- on-glass (FG) fl at res istive
touch creen .
Nitta Denko (www. nitto.co m) announced
its new linear polarizing film, the ARC- 150.
This fi lm incorporates an anti-reflective (A R)
coatin g on top of an anti- glare (A G) surfac e,
whi ch red uces glare from ambient light by
more th an 75% whil e also eliminating blur
and sparkl e from higher-resolution LCDs.
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itto also announced it is suppl ying manu fac turers with prototypes of its nex t-ge nerati on
fil m. the ARC- 3. which i designed to reduce
su rface refl ec ti ons by more than 90%.
CYRO Indu stries (www.cy ro.co m)
anno unced new fi lms at the show, namely. its
acryl ic AC RYLITE® anti-refl ec ti ve sheet. its
PMM A-based ROHOGL AS® 99526 fi lm. and
polycarbonate-based EUROPLEX® 99506 film .
The ACRYL!TE fi lm u es an AR coating fo r
gl are reducti on in fl at- panel di spl ays . and is
chemical and abras ion resi tant. CYRO had
steel woo l in the booth for customers who
wanted to try to scratch the fil m- I could not.

Global Lighting Technologies

Global Lighting Technologies (GLT) has a
proprietary technique for molding LEDs into
the plastic ll'aveguide of its backlight modules
fo r greater efficiency.

can interface seaml ess ly with virtuall y any
kn ow n optical meas urin g equipm ent via an
RS- 232 interface .

Minolta Corporation In strument Systems
Division (www. minoltadi splay. com)

CYRO Industries

C YRO fnduslries imroduced sel'era/ n e\1· produc1s a1 S ID 2002. including ils ACRYLITE""'
acrylic wui- rejleClil'e shee1.

Also ann ounced were the FlD-55x series
to uch panels. w hich boast a 90% transmitta nce and comm and a 2x price premi um over
competing tec hn ologies. Both ann ounced
panels have a li fe time of I 00.000 words.
Ferrania Imaging Tec hnologies (www.
fe tTani ait.com) was show ing its products in conjuncti o n with Cle veland-based fl ex ibledisplay supplier Viztec and ftlm suppliers
Promem s"' (formerl y a gro up within
BFGoodri ch. now a sub sidi ary of Sunutomo
Bakelite) and Sumitomo Bakelite . Fen ani a
was fo rmerl y the Center of Excellence fo r
photographic technology in 3M' s imag ing
business sec to r. The primary product lines
suppli ed by Ferrania are th e Appear '" 3000.
the AryLite"' A IOOHC. and the Sum ilite FSTX014 film s. which all have over 90% transmittance in the visible spectrum . The Appear
and AryLite film s can withstand temperatures
of over 300°C.

Display Measurement & Characterization
As the worldw ide manu fac turing pace fo r di s-

plays continues to acce lerate. measurement
sys tems mu st kee p up in order to ensure max imu m q uality. T he sys tems desc ribed here are
exa mpl es of tes t units fo r flat- panel and
microdi splay technologies .
Wes tar Corporation (www .westar.co m)
continues to develop new test systems fo r the
display ind ustry. inc ludin g new hi gh-thro ughput test systems and specialty interface products. T ypical Westar testers include the FPM500. FPM-51 0. and FPM-520. whi ch are
ca pable of tes tin g di splays of vari ous sizes
and we ights. Westar·s systems are totall y
integrated and auto mated tes ters th at ca n measure Juniln ance. chromati city. viewing angle.
gray sca le (gamma) , fl icker and response
time. co ntrast rati o . and many ot her performance parameters. The systems are capable
of testing all fl at-panel technologies. includin g
refl ec ti ve and proj ec ti o n displays . The
Westar FPM syste m is des igned for applications inc luding R&D analys is. suppli er evalu ati o n. qu ality ass urance. inco min g and outgo in g inspec ti o n. and prod ucti on lot tes ting. It

anno unced the release of two new products:
the C A-2 10 Display Color An alyzer and the
C A- I 00 C RT Colo r An alyzer. The CA-2 I 0 is
intended fo r use with all of today" s FPD technologies. It can perform measurements at a
rate of up to 20 times per second and can
make reli able meas urements with lumin ance
levels as low as 0 . 1 cd/ m 2 The CA- l 00 can
perfo rm measurements at low levels down to
0. 5 cd/m 2 They are both USB controllable,
and can make color meas urements acc urate to
±0.002 fo r white and ±0.004 for RGB using
the CIE I 93 I standard. Both are software
bac kward-compatible with earlier mode ls.
DisplayCheck (www .displaycheck.co m)
showcased its line of LCoS testing products,
rangin g from laborato ry and R&D tes t systems to hi gh-magnifi cati on and automated
producti on systems. The systems can measure virtuall y any characteri sti c of an LCoS
imager, including brightness (refl ectance).
contrast. res ponse time and fli cker. chro mati city. and cos meti c damage (s uch as scratc hes .
e/c.) , as we ll as many o thers. The systems are
co mpute r-controlled via Lab VIEW '" soft ware
fro m Nat ional Instruments. and are ava ilable
in a w ide vari ety of confi g urati ons. dependin g
on the customer's specific needs. •

2
OCTOBER
22nd International Display
Research Conference
(Eurodisplay 2002)
NICE, FRANCE
OCTOBER 2- 4, 2002
• An international conference on display
re search and development aspects of:
-D isplay Fundamentals . Display Devices
- Hard Copy & Storage . Input Systems
- Integrated Devices and Appl ications
-Image and Signal Processing .
- Color Perception . Human Factors
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Display Electronics Front and Center
At SID 2002, manufacturers introduced major new display-oriented chips,
boards, development platforms, and software In and one promised major
shifts in display -system partitioning.

by Ken Werner

IN

MA Y AREAS. di play-panel development is continuing with a competitive ven geance. At SID 2002 . we aw impressive
adva nces in OLEOs from Kodak. Sony, and
others; developments in di plays for portable
and automotive applications from Philip .
Optrex. Nemoptic. E-lnk , and other : 3-D
displays from Actuality Systems. Deep Video
Imaging, and ODD ; a true 1080-line PDP
from Pl asmaco/Panasonic: the Samsung/
ClairYoyante prototype that promises to
improve the price/performance of AMLCD
and other matrix displays; an impressive interferometric display from lridigm; and a muchimproved rear-proj ection scrolling-color
LCoS engine from Philips.
Particularly in the mainstream AMLCD
applications of XGA laptop- PC screens and
XGA and SXGA desktop monitors, OEMs
can readily go to any of everal Korean ,
Japanese. and Taiwanese suppliers for genuine ly good-looking and reli able display .
Finding such a display and getting it to look
good in a product are no longer issues.
So what are the issues? Here are some of
them, according to display semiconductor
suppliers .

• Clare Micro nix. Off-the- helf drivers
for OLEOs and other emerging technologies to shorten development time and
speed products to market.
• National Semiconductor. Increased levels of integration and increased system
support for customers.
• Genesis Microchip . Hi gh integration of
video-processing functions.

• Philips Semiconductor. Help system
developers en ter the market more
quickly. increased levels of integration,
one-stop shopping, repartitioning of
display-centric systems for greater
economy.
There is sub tantial ove rlap in these assessments. wh ich presumably means the vendors
are carefully listening to the same customers

• Sharp Microelectronics . Lower overall
system cost, redu ced devel opment-cycle
time, accelerated product introduction. and
quick prototyping of application designs.
• Amulet Technologies . Shorter development
time and reduced microprocessor load.
Endicon Research Group

Ken Wern er is th e editor of Information
Display.
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Endicott Research Group showed its new P44W series offully encapsulated PCB-mountable
display in verters for automotive applicaTions.
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and hearin g pretty much the sa me things.
Philips goes quite a bit farther than the others,
at least publicly. More about that later. For
now. let' s take a more-detailed look at what
the vendors were show ing at SID 2002 .

National Semiconductor
Mitch Abbey. Director of ational Semiconductor's Display Di vision, said the overall
tre nd is to greater integrati on. On laptop PCs,
nearl y everything is integrated except fo r the
CCFL and in verter. For TFr-LCDs in the
future. Abbey ex pects the RSDS receiver,
scalar. and tinting controller (TCON) to be
in tegrated on one chip. Their display strategy
in general is to ·'provide a growing atTay of
products offe ring integrated systems-on- achip (SOC) solutions fo r eac h fun cti onal
block of the major market segments. including
notebook PCs, fl at-panel moni to rs, di gital
TVs, CRTs, and small di splays for mobile
ha ndsets, PDAs, etc.''
At SID 2002. ational Senlico nductor
introduced the FPD3 3684 column dri ver, a
6-bit 384-channel device that supports XG A
resolution at a 75-Hz refres h rate. The device
is the first in a fanlily that uses reduced swing
di ffere nti al signaling (RSDS"') di gital-interface technology. RSDS. which ati onal
Semiconductor developed with Samsung, is a
deri vati ve of low-vo ltage diffe renti al signaling (L YDS ), whi ch is the de fac to interface
stand ard for the TFr-LCDs used in laptop
PCs. The de vice uses National Senli conductors' s proprietary charge-share techn ology,
whi ch cuts overall di splay -system power consumption by up to 50% co mpared with RSDS
column dri vers that do not use charge sharing,
said Abbey.
National Senlico nductor also introduced
three new CMOS video pre-amps with internal on-screen di splay (OSD) for CRT monitors. The single-chip pre-amps feature either
icon-based or character-based OSD generators. "Our customers, fac ing tremendous
price pressure, linlited development re sources,
and a maturing market, are demanding
increas ing levels of integration and support
from their suppliers," said Muthanna Salman,
Director of Marketing for CRT di spl ays.
Abbey said that Nati onal Semiconductor now
has I 0--1 2 design wins for these products.

Endicott Research Group (ERG)
ERG was parti cul arly proud of its new P44W
series of full y encapsul ated PCB -mountable

KenWerner

Applied Data Systems was sholl'ing the Phraselator, a DARPA -developed Vo.xtec-built phrase
translator that "speaks '' the translared ph rase through its loudspeaker. The initial application
was for U.S. soldiers in Afgha nistan, and one of the loaded ph rase translators was English co
Dari. Not surp risingly, the Phrase/a/or is built on an ADS SBC.
di splay in verters for automoti ve applications.
The unit is designed for high-press ure automoti ve lamps, offers boost cutTent fo r cold
starts, and is built to withstand the shock,
vibrati on, humidity, and temperature range
enc ountered in automobiles . (It has been said
that designing fo r automoti ve appl icati ons is
like designing for aerospace at a consumerelectroni cs price.) There is lots of interest
from auto makers and the afterm arket, ERG
says.

Applied Data Systems (ADS)
Applied Data Systems' Fred Salloum said .
"This is a good show fo r us. Many people
who come to SID looking for LCDs also need
single-board compu ters (SBCs), see them, and
start talki ng seriously. ADS designs and manufac tures RISC-based applicati on- read y
embedded SBC systems for wireless , mobile.
and In ternet-connected applications. The
co mpany is mov ing their SBC products to the
nex t generation of Strongarm mi croprocessor
Information Displav 9102
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chips, and are implementing sound and video
capabilities. ADS was showing the Phra elator, a DARPA-developed Yoxtec-built
phrase translator that "speaks" the translated
phrase through its loudspeaker. The initial
application was for U.S . soldiers in
Afghanistan. and one of the loaded phrase
translators was English to Dari . Not surpri singly, the Phrase lator is built on an ADS SBC.

can support OLEOs up to 128 x 80 pixels, and
represe nts an SOC approac h toOLED drivers.
Over 60 co mpani es have been sampled
worldwide. said Clare Microni x's George
Landsburg. and over 20 have placed orders.
Orders up to the time of SID were pre-production . and some are now rampi ng up.

The trick in maki ng such products fo r
OLEOs. said Landsb urg. is that they require
digital and analog circuitry to be combined on
the same ch ip. Clare Microni x' s initi al OLEO
prod ucts. announced last year at SID. were
off-the-shelf row and column drivers. Thi s
year it' s the display controller. Down the line,

Sharp Microelectronics of the
Americas (SMA)
Sharp Microelectronics 's extensive booth had
a different look this year. In addition to the
wide variety of LC Ds that looked very good
showing still images, and a couple of Sharp
TV ets that were smearing on fast moti on,
SMA was proudl y showing off its new U.S .developed line of "Blue Streak'' microcontrollers (MCUs) and SOC products.
which were introduced at the Embedded
Systems Conference in March.
Sharp Microelectronics, located in Camas.
Wa hington, occupies an interesting position
in regard to these products. It was designated
as Sharp Corporation 's North American
design center for all MCU and SOC products
early in 200 1. Manufac ture of the product is
done not only at Sharp 's Fukuyama facilities,
but also at Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing C0mpany, UMC, and Am.kor Tec hnology. Di stribution i through SMA and Sharp
subsidiaries and partners worldwide.
The firs t SOC designed at SMA is the
LH79520, which combines a 32-bit
ARM 720T RISC core. DMA controller.
vectored interrupt controller, color LCD
con troller, and 32 kB of local SRAM. Supporting functional blocks include serial interfaces, counter/timers. real-time clock, watchdog timer, PWMs, infrared upport, and an
on-chip PLL. SMA was also showing its very
flexi ble KE V79520 evaluation board kit for
the LH79520. which comes co mplete with a
Sharp 3.9-in. color HR-TFT di splay. The
Blue Streak line is already qu ite extensive.
and Sharp is not bas hful about discussing it.

Clare Micronix
Clare Micronix and DuPon t Di splays
announced their collaboration on the design
and production of the MXED 301. which '·is
among the OLED industry' fi rst integrated
controller/driver for OLEO-display application incorporating full support for gray-scale
and video applications.'' The controller/driver
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Philips Semiconductor

Philips Semiconducrorwas promoting irs vision. supported by Philips chips, of various reparrionings of rhe traditional desktop system. One of these 11·as the Philips Mira detachable-monitor prototype with WLAN connection to tlze host system.

Clare Micronix will combine the controller
and drivers in a combination chip, Landsburg
said.
He also commented that when a passivematrix OLEO' s duty ratio exceeds about
I 00: I, the drive spikes get too intense, but up
to color QCIF or QVGA, passive matrix is
okay. Beyond QVGA, one is forced to go to
ac tive matrix.

Philips Semiconductor
Jan Pape, General Manager of Philips Semiconductor's Large Display Solutions Business
Line, described for Information Display a
detailed technology roadmap that incorporates
increased levels of fl at-panel-display (FPD)
integration and imagi native repartitioning of
the PC/display system.
In a conventional LCD monitor, said Pape,
the LCD controller board (containing the
MCU and TFf-display controller) and the
LCD power board are integrated by the
display-system (monitor) integrator, while the
TCON and LCD inverter board are integrated
with the LCD module by the panel manufacturer. The controller board is connected to the
LCD module by a TTL interface. Starting in
mid-2002, said Pape, we will begin to see
monitors based on "smart integration," in
which the TCON will be combined with the
display controller chip on the LCD controller
board, and the backlight inverter will become
part of a combined LCD power board. The
TTL interface will now connect this enhanced
unit to a "bare" LCD module. In this architecture, the monitor maker has more integration
responsibility, but can buy a simpler and presumably cheaper LCD module.
Beginning in mid-2003, Pape sees this
architecture being replaced by the "smart
panel," in which the combined power/inverter
board is integrated by the panel manufacturer,
and the MCU, controller functions , and
TCON (now all integrated on one chip) are
also integrated by the panel manufacturer. Of
course, this roadmap is keyed to the availability of the Philips chips that will support it.
Among the chips that Philips was featuring
was the SAA6714 SXGA triple-input (analog
VGA, parallel YUV, and DVI) display controller, which does deinterlacing, movie detection, dynamic noise reduction, upscaling, nonlinear scaling, PIP display, color correction
via look-up table, and temporal dithering,
among other things.

Philips was also touting repartitioning of
the PC to integrate many peripherals with the
display rather than with the PC. A related
concept is the detachable display as found in
the Philips Mira and the Sony PC with detachable mon itor. Connection to the host is
through WLAN. Philips was also touting its
chips for implementing cost-effective LCD
television.
Pape agreed with National Semiconductor's
Mitch Abbey that RSDS is better than TTL,
but went on to say, "Improvements over
RSDS are clearly possible." At Philips,
RSDS is regarded as one more step in the
path.

Silicon Image
Silicon Image chose SID 2002 to introduce its
Carrera AGP Digital Display (ADD) reference
card for bringing the Digital Visual Interface
(DVI) to any Intel 845G-based desktop PC
with an AGP slot, and at low cost. Designed
to be production-ready, the Carrera is intended
to be a simple add-in solution that has full
hardware and software compatibility, and supports di gital display resolutions from VGA to
UXGA. The card contains Silicon Image' s
PanelLink® Sil 164 DVI transmitter chip.

Amulet Technologies
Amulet Technologies was offering free Easy
GUI® LCD Starter Kits to journalists, as well
as to honest people such as serious potential
customers. The kits contain a QVGA display,
an integrated analog touch panel, an LCD
controller board with the Easy GUI controller
chip, and development software. The chip is
an ASIC that combines an LCD controller and
a user interface engine that eliminates the
need to write complex code to draw each pixel
on an LCD and develop a GUI. Instead, the
developer uses a standard graphics program to
create images and standard Web-page authoring tools to create the "page" that will appear
on the screen. Then, Amulet's compiler is
used to compile the HTML into 11HTML,
which is used to program the GUI into fl ash
memory. Amulet personnel demonstrated
portions of the process, which was impressive.

Genesis Microchip
Genesis Microchip conducted the first public
demonstration of its FLl2300 single-chip
digital-video-format converter, which incorporates Faroudja's Emmy-Award-winning

deinterlacing and video-enhancement technologies coupled with scaling and aspect-ratio
conversion. One of the chip's features is
Directional Correlational Deinterlacing
(DCDi" '), which "eliminates the jagged edges
seen on moving angled lines in video." The
side-by-side demo was impressive. Input
resolutions range from 480i through 1080i and
SXGA ; output resolutions range from 480p to
1080p and SXGA.
For those concerned with copy protection,
Genesis makes a variant called the FLl2301 ,
which adds an integrated Macrovision T" copyprotection generator for use in progressivescan DVD players. And if "legacy" is thought
to be a four-letter word, one can buy the
FLl2310, which supports digital outputs only.
The FLl2300 should be sampling by the time
this goes to press. They can be bought for
$20.00 each in large volume.

Plastic Logic
Cambridge University spin-off Plastic Logic,
Ltd., was happily handing out reprints of the
paper it was presenting on ink-jet printing of
polymer thin-film transistors for AMLCD
applications. Plastic Logic had quite a bit to
be happy about, including £6.3 million in
first-round private funding and an agreement
with Cambridge Display Technology to cooperate on polymer organic electronics, not to
mention last year's agreement to collaborate
with Seiko-Epson on the development of plastic electronics. Plastic Logic ' s goal is nothing
less than making plastic electronics pervasive.
Initial markets are displays and electronic
labels.

The Interface Wars
And finally , just as some of us naively
thought that the Digital Visual Interface had
ended the interface wars and paved the way to
a golden digital future, Bob Myers (Manager,
Hewlett-Packard Display Technology Center)
said in his Friday morning seminar on digital
interfaces for displays that DVI has not been
adopted at the rate that had been anticipated,
although it should certainly not be written off.
Part of the reason, Myers said, is that makers
of LCD monitors have been clever enough to
make the venerable VGA analog interface
work quite well with their products. The standard analog VGA interface has a "lousy connector and lousy crosstalk, but it is hard to
beat a humongous installed base."
Information Display 9/02
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What will it take to justify the wholesale ·
roll-out of a digital interface for desktop monitors? A basic change in the system-monitor
model, says Myers. One alternative model is
the Digital Packet VideoLink (DPVL), which
was introduced at SID 2000 by Hitachi, IBM
Japan, Sharp, and Toshiba, and is now the
subject of a VESA standards committee.
In this model, the display is a networked
peripheral that is updated conditionall y, and
we move away from the "update-the-wholescreen-over-and-over-again modeL" The
model has very great potential, says Myers,
but lots of standardization work is required.
A first version- DPVL-Lite- could be implemented on existing DVI and hosts with minor
changes to the display. •
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Growing Up Too Fast?
A casual stroll around the SID exhibition floor is becoming
a thing of the past: There·is too much to see that is new and
interesting, and I am only referring toOLED displays.

by Stewart Hough

IT

seems clear that the display business
is male dominated; witness the Evening
Panel topic "OLEDs vs. AMLCDs: Do
OLEDs Have a Chance?" Perhaps a better
venue would have been a local boxing
ring. I am sure it was all in good fun;
after all, no one could really be serious
about comparing a technology that has not
yet introduced any products to the market
with one that virtually owns it.
The display business can be very competitive, so technology comparisons are
inevit-able, but proverbial apples-andoranges comparisons only leave everyone
confused. As an industry, we have a big
enough challenge defining what a good
display looks like, let alone predicting
when a promising technology will take
over the world's markets- remember
FEDs?
Call it overoptimism, wishful thinking,
or anticipation anxiety, but there is a
strong tendency to underestimate how long
it takes for display technologies to get to

market. While there have been a few successes (an example of which escapes me at
the moment), all the major ones have taken
decades to reach their full potential. The
display business seems schizophrenic at
times; with companies moving at frenetic
paces while the rate of display-technology
maturation remains glacial by consumer
and market time scales.
Although the initial prognosis for
OLEDs indicated that strong leveraging of

Stewart Hough is Vice -President, Business
Development, at CDT, Inc., 12920 Road 37,
Madera, CA 93638; telephone 559/6451034,fax 559!645-1035, e-mail: shough@
cdtltd. co.uk.
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the LCD infrastructure and design similarities with LCDs would rapidly accelerate
OLED development and market penetration, the substantial differences have
clearly been a major factor in determining
the timing for OLED-product introduction
into display markets.
More importantly, because the list of
major OLED manufacturers is expected
pretty much to match the list of LCD
manufacturers, there are overriding company-specific business considerations
that will drive the timing of market entry.
Among these considerations are the perceived threat to core business, the considerable existing capital investment in
LCDs, and the risk in introducing a new
technology that cannot be manufactured
in sufficient capacity to meet expected
demand.
Serious comparison of AMOLED vs.
AMLCD technology in 2002 has about as
much value as comparisons of LCDs and
CRTs in the early 1990s. Friendly comparisons are always fun, and our human
passion for something different will fuel
OLED development to its ultimate potential. If OLEDs had a theme song it would
probably be the Rolling Stones hit "Time
Is on My Side" - yes, it is. •

LCDs: Consolidation and Expansion
LCD technology is expanding in all directions, from the smallest displays

to large-screen direct-view TVs, and is experiencing a size upgrade every
year as it prepares for a major territorial break.

by Jun Hyung Souk

R
ECENT RESEARCH ACTIVITIES in
the liquid-crystal-display (LCD) industry are
foc used on deviating fro m the traditional role
of LCDs for notebook-PC and desktop-monitor use. This is probably due to a combination
of two factors: worries about oversuppl y in
the future and the awareness of risi ng challenges from organic light-emitting-diode
(OLEO) displays and plasma-display panels
(POPs) . The OLEO advancements were
receiving "headline" attention on the show
floor and in the corridors at SID 2002, but a
look at the number of technical papers reveals
that the AMLCD technologies continue to
dominate the symposium, with approximately
40% of the oral and poster papers combinedfo ur times the number of OLEO-related
papers.
However, the pressure to achieve the title
of "true mainstream display" is an increasingly heavy burden on LCDs. LCD TVs
opened a doorway of hope for LCD suppliers,
but this business demands many new characteristics that have not been traditional for
LCDs, including improved video quality to
reduce motion artifacts and super-bright
screens to satisfy viewers that have been
trained for decades to watch cathode-ray-tube
(C RT) TVs.

The LCD emphasis has certainly changed,
and the foc us has broadened from that of the
traditional computer-display market to providing hi gh-quality video images as well. The
debate on achieving wide viewing angles is
over, and atten tion has shifted to features as
improved response time for video performance, improved color capabili ty, and largesized LCDs for TV and presentation displays.
(Examples of these shifts were described during Session 23: Color Vision Iss ues; Session
48: Video Quality AMLCDs; and Applications Tutorial A-5: Color Considerations for
TFT-LCDs.)
Another noticeable area of expansion in
LCD technology is advancements in flexible

]un Hyung Souk is an Executive VicePresident heading R&D activities in the
AMLCD Division at Samsung Electronics,
P.O. Box 37, Kihung 449-900, Suwon, Korea;
telephone +82-031-209-7578,fax +82-031209-4867, e-mail: souk@samsung.co.kr.

LCDs for electronic paper (Sessions 5 and I 0:
Electronic Paper I and II and Session 43:
Flexible AMLCDs).
For cellular phones with better readability
outdoors, tiny reflective or transflective LCDs
under artificial lighting continuously drew
attention on the exhibition floor.
There is also a progression from concentrating primarily on the panel area to greater concentration on the silicon chips surrounding the
panel. In addition to the traditional timing
and control chips, newer chips enhance
image-quality factors such as color and videoimage quality. This broadening of foc us
reflects a growi ng awareness that there is a
limit to the improvements in screen qu ality that can be made inside the panel alone,
such as faster liquid-crystal response speeds
due to advances in liquid-crystal materials and
red uctions in cell-gap size (Sessions 7 and 14:
Image Processing I and II).
Also visible is a di stinct trend towards
larger direct-view disp lays, with manufacturers starting to add units to their traditional
line-ups, which generally topped off in the
20-in.- size range. Thirty-inch panels are now
becoming popular, and many LCD manufacturers were showing such panels at SID 2002.
And there was even a 40-in. LCD TV, which
challenged the dominance of PDP technology
in this size category.
Evaluating these recent activities, we can
come to the conclusion that, even though the
challenge presented by new technologies is
evident, it is far too early to assume that LCD
technology will be replaced any time soon. •
Information Display 9/02
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SID 2002 Honors and Awards
Robert W. G. Hunt was awarded the Gutenberg Prize for work on color
image-reproduction techniques, and Alan Sobel received the Lewis and
Beatrice Winner Award for longtime service to the Society.

by Stephen P. Atwood

W
are often confronted with the terms
"product life cycle" or "technology life
cycle." But we do not often realize that
behind these products and technologies are
the professional life cycles of many gifted and
talented persons, many of whom have devoted
much of an entire career to making one key
element a practical reality. This is why the
recognition that the SID Honors and A wards
Committee gives to honorees at its Monday
evening awards dinner is such an anticipated
part of the annual gathering of the display
clan.
This year the Society bestowed the Johann
Gutenberg Prize on Professor Robert W. G.
Hunt "For his outstanding contributions to
color imaging science and color image reproduction techniques and their application to
photography and printing." Prof. Hunt is
familiar to almost everyone in the colorscience community as a true visionary, and
has an enviable array of titles and honors from
the most prestigious technical societies. He is
a visiting professor at both the City University
of London and the University of Derby,
England. His professional credential s include
36 years of research work with Eastman
Kodak Co. in color science and reproduction,
the publication of more than I00 technical
papers in various journals, and two separate
books on color reproduction and color mea-

Stephen P. Atwood is CTO, DC/ Acquisition
Corp. , dba DisplayCheck, 240 Oral School
Rd., Suite 105, Mystic, CT 06533-1208;
telephone 401!392-1023,fax 401/397-9193,
e-mail: satwood@DisplayCheck.com; URL:
www.DisplayCheck.com.
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surement. Those who attend the Color Imaging Conference, jointly sponsored by SID and
IS&T, have heard from him as the keynote
speaker nine times (so far). While everyone
refers to him as an "expert," Prof. Hunt
politely dismisses the title by pointing out that
"an expert is someone who has made all the
mistakes that can be made in a narrow field of
science." His "mistakes" have helped enable
the success of the entire photographic and
color-printing industries.
The Lewis and Beatrice Winner Award was
conveyed this year to Dr. Alan Sobel "For
long and meritorious service to SID in a variety of positions, including Editor of the Journal of the SID." Alan has been a hard-working member of SID for over 35 years as well
as a keen observer of the display corrununity.

He was one of the founders of the International Display Research Conference, and continues to work on many program committees.
Dr. Sobel's professional resume includes
many years of research work at Zenith on flatpanel technology, the founding of his own
research company, Lucitron, Inc., and the
publication of more than 60 technical papers
and letters.
In his remarks, Dr. Sobel pointed out that
this award was of particular value to him
because he was a personal friend of one of its
namesakes, Lew Winner. He commented on
how much displays have become tools rather
than exotic accessories, and said that most of
the big innovations now appear to be occurring
in software, with the advances in image generation and manipulation. Looking forward, he

Robert W. G. Hunt

Alan Sobel
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charged the members of SID to make displays
more effective and even easier for users.

Recognizing Special Achievement

• Dr. Sashiro Uemura for pioneering contributions to the development of carbonnanotube field-emission displays.

Special Recognition awards were conveyed to
the following:

Fellows of the SID
The Society also conveyed the grade of Fel low to the following outstanding individuals:

• Dr. Philip Bos for his contributions to

•

•

•

•

the science and technology of LCDs,
especially high-speed, bistable, diffractive, and self-compensating devices.
Dr. Daniel den Engelsen for outstanding
contributions to CRT technology, especially the development of improved
cathodes.
Dr. Nobuki lbaraki for his contributions
to the research and development of amorphous- and polycrystalline-silicon TFTLCDs.
Dr. Shohei Naemura for his contributions to the development of liquid-crystal
materi als for a great variety of di splay
uses.
Dr. Ching W. Tang for pioneering and
sustaining contributions to organic lightemitting di spl ay technology.

• Mr. Tei Iki for his leading contributions

•

•

•

•

•

to the evolution of SID into a worldwide
international professional organization.
Dr. ]unji Kido for outstanding contributions to the development of organic electroluminescent materials and devices for
displays.
Dr. Taiichiro Kurita for understanding
image-degradation mechanisms in
AMLCDs and proposing methods to
reduce these problems.
Dr. Soichiro Okuda for his contributions
to the development of the computer simulation of CRT components and to the
Diamondtron CRT.
Dr. Yoichi Sato for his technical leadership in the development and mass production of high-definition PDP TVs.
Dr. Yoshifumi Shimodaira for pioneering contributions to the research and
development of video image-quality
improvements in AMLCDs.
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OLEDs vs. AMLCDs: Do
OLEDs Have a Chance?
There was general agreement that OLEDs will find
niches to dominate, but will they displace AMLCDs
in laptops, monitors, and television?

by Joe Hallett

M
EETING in a town where sports
rivalries are legend, two top FPD contenders
squared off at the SID 2002 Evening Panel
Discussion, where a partisan crowd of nearly
400 enthusiastic fans at Boston 's John B.
Hynes Convention Center clearly favored
AMOLEDs over AMLCDs.
Moderator Paul Drzaic, Y.P. , Display
Technology, Alien Technology, challenged
the panel by saying, "Smart and hungry
people are betting their careers on OLEDs.
Flaws in LCDs are opening the door for
OLEDs, and there are 50 different companies
presently dedicated to OLEDs. Is it hedging
bets or a serious effort?" The panelists
responded.
o

o

o

Michael Hack , V.P., Strategic Product
Development, Universal Display Corp.
"I cannot think of one AMLCD-producing company that has not announced
some type of OLED project."
Roger A. Stewart, Chief Technology
Officer, Alien Technology. "Some people
believe that the future belongs to OLEDs."
Kai R. Schleupen, Manager, Design and
Electronics, Advanced Display Tech-

Joe Hallett is a business consultant located
at 22370 S. W. Grahams Ferry Rd., Tualatin,
OR; telephone 5031692-5554,/ax 503/6925649, e-mail: joeh24@aol. com. He has been
actively involved in the display industry for
over 30 years.
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o

o

nology Laboratory, IBM T. J. Watson
Research Center. "Lots of us are scientists. Our interest in exploring OLEDs
does not mean it will be a big business."
]un H. Souk, Executive V.P. , LCD R&D,
AMLCD Division, Samsung Electronics.
"Any company that is serious will put at
least ten good engineers on the project OLEDs deserve at least that much."
Fang-Chen Luo, V.P.!CTO, AU
Optronics Corp. "We have an OLED
team, but that does not mean we are positive about OLEDs. FEDs and electrophoretics used to be hot topics too.
Having lots of people does not mean it
will be successful! "

Apparently, everyone was willing to concede that OLEDs could perform very well in
some specific areas, probably leading to successful niche applications. But there were
underlying questions. Can OLED technology
reach a critical mass for low-cost manufacturing? Will the current-dri ven nature of
OLEDs prevent them from being used in
large-area displays? Will differential aging
make it difficult to maintain a stable white
balance for video displays? Can the emissive
properties of OLED displays make them more
attractive than LCDs for the television industry (which demands a wide dynamic range,
using tenns like "punch" and "sparkle" to
describe image quality)? These are application-specific questions, but the answers will
impact the long-term viability of OLEDs.
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o

o

o

Kai A. Schleupen. "LCDs currently
dominate the notebook market. Since
their video quality is improving, LCDs
will eventually compete with the CRT in
the TV market."
Roger A. Stewart. "Do OLEDs have to
succeed in desktops and notebooks and
TVs to be successful? Perhaps not."
Michael Hack. "OLED problems will
be solved just as LCD problems were
solved. Their developers are grateful for
LCD backplane technology."

Do OLEDs have a chance? The panelists
were not shy about taking sides.
o

o

o

o

"Absolutely ," said Michael Hack. "An
emissive display offers full color and
wide temperature range. Only selected
pixels are illuminated ... power consumption is lower than that of an equivalent
backlit LCD."
"I sti ll believe in LCDs in every respect,"
said Jun H. Souk. "It has 15 years of
proven device technology and a strong
infrastructure. Costs are corning down and performance is improving faster than
expected."
"People prefer to look at ernissi ve displays- OLED is the current em issive
display," said Roger A. Stewart.
"What can be cheaper than AMLCDs?"
asked Kai R. Schleupen. "AMOLEDs
cannot compete with AMLCDs."

Jun H. Souk questioned the driving force

behind OLEOs, citing the LCD' s challenge to
CRTs a decade ago when there was great
demand for flat panels. "Now there is not a
comparable demand. Semi-reflective LCDs
can provide better performance. TFT-LCDs
are just entering the market, and will soon
dominate that market."
"What is the niche fo r AMOLEDs?" asked
Fang-Chen Luo. Michael Hack predicted that
thin light flexible transparent OLEOs would
lead to a range of new products, appearing
first in small sizes, then slowly increasing
over 5-10 years to become a dominant display
technology. Roger A. Stewart said, "The
niche will be cellular telephones." Kai R.
Schleupen said, "It also is a business issue.
Manufacturing capacity will produce enough
cellular phones in 1-2 two days. What does
one then do for the rest of the year?" FangChen Luo said that "to gain a foothold,
AMOLEDs must find applications where
TFT-LCDs do not work."
The audience had the final word: Cellular
phones will not power the industry. We're
here because of laptops and television.
As the evening wound down, there were
some broad agreement.
• AMLCD technology is the more mature
technology, with infrastructure in place
to produce panels for a wide variety of
applications; color and video performance are improving.
• AMOLED technology is a younger technology that benefits from sharing some
AMLCD infrastructure.
• AMOLEDs are being closely watched by
AMLCD producers, with most supporting in-house AMOLED R&D.
• AMOLEDs may not immediately fit all
applications, but they will fi nd niches
where they can be dominant.
• Neither technology is standing still.
This was not your grandfather' s sleepy
evening-panel discussion. The topic was
stimulating, the panel was articulate, and the
interactions were competently moderated for
the benefit of an attentive audience. There
was no consensus about the eventual "winner." But to use an expression fami liar to
Bostonians, "There's always next year." •
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Maxi

Midi

3.8'

Module Standards
Custom Design "tailor-made" module(s)
for your next produ ct

NO scratches, no particulate . Our stock line of highdensity polystyrene boxes includes 4" and 5" sizes
an d the ability to make larger sizes . Semiflexibl e,
dust-free , long life protection . Smooth outer surfaces accept labeli ng and repeated tape sealing for
a long useful life . Custom designs also available.
800-350-7711
www.tempo-foam.com

..

5.7"

See us at CLEO, May 21 - 23, 2002
Long Beach Convention Center, CA, Booth #432

Monochrome
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STN, FSTN,
.
with or w ithout backli ghtEL, LED, CCFL ye ll ow-gree n, gray, white

or
CO OR
CSTN
256 - 64K colors
Standard module or
Custom design

~rti-·Re~IE~iiveCoated

Ideal for Outdoor and Other
High Ambient Light Applications
•
•
•
•

8E77CR./

Developed for Flat Panel Displays
Improves Light Transm ission and Enhances Contrast
Thicknesses from .010" to .250"
Custom Fabrications Combine DURALAN II Filter Features
> EMI/RFI and ESD Protection > Excellent Clarity
> Scratch and Chem ical Resistance > Custom Graphics
> Privacy Windows > And More ...

SILVER CLOUD
MANUFACTUUING

CO

G R AP H ICS A N D ELECTRONICS

GPO Corp. - gpo@gpo.com. tw
GPO Am erica - info@gpoameri ca.com
GPO Europe - gpolcd@aol.com
GPO

LCD

www.gpo. com. tw
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A wholly owned subsidiary of XYMOX"' Technolog ies. Inc.
For additiona l information call 856/ 825-8900,
f ax: 856/ 825-8969, o r v isit ou r web site at
www.s ilver-cloud.com
Transforming Design Concepts Into Reality
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Your display requirement is our challenge
• Time and re liability are of t he essence?
• Yo u want your disp lay to look perfect?
• Your disp lay must shield EM waves?
• Maybe it has t o be vanda l-proof?
EuropTec is your leading
glass and polymer processor
for display filters.

www.E
EuropTec Group
P.O. Box
Glass and Polymer
Technologies

CH -4665 Oftringen
info@EuropTec.com
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TOUCH

scree s
Innovation you can touch.

Easily Integrated. Widely
MicroTouch1M Touch Screens
Whatever yom touch screen requirements, 3M Touch Systems has the right solution.
Om capacitive touch screens are well known for their dmability, responsiveness and accuracymaking them well suited for applications in public access and retail environments.
Om resistive touch screens respond to touches from fmgers, pens, gloved hands, and any
other stylus input. This versatile touch solution is available in 4-, 5-, and 8-wire configmations
and is commonly used in point-of-sale displays, portable devices, and industrial applications.
For detai ls, contact us today at om interactive website: www.3Mtouch.com/info/id

MicroToucli
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M1croTOUCh 1S a reg Slered trademark of 3M

3NI Innovation

Outl ine of LCD/PDP International 2002 - Exhibition and seminar on LCD , PDP, Org anic EL, Micro Display and other Flat Panel Displays. It
also covers materials, components, production I test I measurement I repair devices , LS is, softwares, FPD modules and their applied products.
Period : October 30 (Wed .) - November 1 (Fri.) , 2002 I 10:00 - 17 :00 Venue: Pacifico Yokohama, Japan Organized by : Nikkei Business Publications , Inc.
Supported by: Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI ) Specially Collaborated by : SID (Society for Information Display)
Collaborated by : Semiconductor Equipment Association of Japan (SEAJ), Japanese Liquid Crystal Society, Taiwan Electrical and Electronic
Manufacturers' Association (TEEMA), Database Promotion Center, Digital Content Association of Japan
Cooperated by : Nihon Ke izai Shimbun Admiss ion Fee : 2,000 JPY (Including domestic consumption tax)

Concurrently held: LCD Seminar 2002/ PDP Seminar 2002/ Organic EL Seminar 2002

About Pre-Registration of Exhibition (admission tree!} and Seminars

http://expo.nikkeibp.eo.jp/lcd/

Why compromise
Opt:o-mise!
C RL O pto develops LCD technologies and creates advanced
optoelectronic products and solutions.

Products
• Transmissive Miniature LCDs
• Fast-switch ing Liquid Crystal Shutters
• Reflective LCoS Microdisplays

most powerful
hemical desiccant

for

Services
• Specialist Coatings
• Optoelectronic I
Display R&D
Microfabrication Service
A pplications include:
Head-up displays. Head-mounted
displays. 3D displays , Medical imaging.
Thermal imaging, Simulation ,
Viewers, Printing, Compensation
cells. Holography. Metrology.

'~"

Tel: +44 (0) 20 8848 6400
Fax: +44 (0) 20 8848 6653

OLED Displays

Email: sales@crlopto.com
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Visit our website:

C R L

0

PT 0

www.crlopto.com

CRL Opto, Dawley Road, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 I HH. United Kingdom.
CRL Opto is part of Central Research laboratones, a sclphe r company
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Laser Glass Scriber

SID '03
Symposium, Seminar,
and Exhibition

Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore Convention Center
May 18-23, 2003

The new low-cost Laser Glass Scribing system from PTG
Industries, the SBM 555, has a modular design and small
footprint that allow it to bring Zero Width Laser Cutting
Technologyn 1 to manufacturers at the
•
same price as precision mechanical
scribe and break machines.
An added feature of ZWLCF ~ 1 is that
the glass becomes 5x stronger after
separation, without the expensive
clean up and edge-finishing
processes associated with
mechanical scribing.
The sealed laser and
optics of the SBM 555 are
maintenance free and
permanently aligned,
elimina ting freq uent and
costly mechanical cutter and
scribe wheel replacement.

.,

·, ""

The SBM 555 represents State-of-the-Art Laser technology
addressing virtually any precision glass and FPD scribing
application with user-friendly controls that eliminate the
need for highly skilled operators.
http://www.ptgindustries.com/zwlct/sbm555.htm
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The 22nd International Display,
Research Conference (Eurodisplay '02)
Eurodisplay '02 will be held in the Acropolis Conference
Center in Nice , France, on the French Riviera under joint
sponsorship of the Society for Information Display (SID)
and Le Club Visu (SID France).
• Two parallel sem inar sessions of state-of-the-art lectures
will be presented by leaders in the field .
• The three-day conference will feature invited papers,
submitted oral presentations , and poster presentations
by speakers from around the world .
• Author interviews, with demonstrations, will be held each
afternoon to stimu late discussion and promote attendee
interaction.
• In parallel to the conference , an exhibition of display
components , systems, and related equipment will be held
in the Exhibition Center.

lOth Color Imaging
Conference: Color Science,
Engineering, Systems &
Applications
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA
NOVEMBER 12-15, 2002
• An international multidisciplinary forum
for dialogue on:
-Creation and capture of Color Images
-Color Image reproduction and
interchange
- Co-soonsored with IS& T

For additional information:
Dee Dumont
Society for Information Display
610 S. 2nd Street
San jose, CA 95112
408 / 977-1013, fax -1531
www.sid .org

The 9th International
Display Workshops (IDW)
HIROSHIMA, JAPAN
DECEMBER 4- 6, 2002
• Invited and contributed paoers will be
presented in the following workshops:
• LC Science and Technologies •
AMLCDs • FPD Materials & Components •
CATs • Plasma Displays • EL Displays •
FEDs • Large-Area and Projection
Displays • 3-D Display Technologies

Since 1962, a professional worldwide interdisciplinary society
committed to the advancement of infonnation display.

FEBRUARY
3rd International Display
Manufacturing Conference
& Exhibition (IDM C '03)
TAIPEI, TAIWAN
FEBRUARY 19-21, 2003
• An international gathering of disolay scientists engineers manufacturers marketers integrators. users. analysts consultants and investors where all aspects of
display manufacturing will be discussed.
• Sponsored by the Korea Chapter of the
Societv for Information Display.

Versatility and Flexibility in Video Generators ...
ASTRO Systems Has IT !
•••
VG-8280

....................
•
• • Ill.

The markets most flexible "Hybrid" Video Generator has analog
and digital outputs combined in one unit.

• •••

• • i i ••••••••••••

• 250 MHz dot clock Analog
• Up to 260 MHz D igital

• Flash Card Storage ofliD1V/ATSC standard timings

• NTSC, PAL, 1-IDTV and up to UXGA
• TMDS/0\Il, LVDS, HDCP and Dua!Link
• Full bitmap capability

With the VG-828D the following pixel rates can be achieved:

165 MHz

130 MHz

or

165 MHz

165MHz

or

260 MHz

or

130 MHz

165MHz

330MHz

With the VG-845 the above pixel rates can be achieved:

A dedicated "Digital" Video Generator only
with the best price performance ratio

VG-845

Same Flash Card Storage as all other units and full Bitmap capability.
Easy Programming/Operation from intuitive software program.
Easy changeover between all DVI-Output Options and to LVDS
HDCP Production Keys entered easily from PC.

... And We Are The Performance Leader
in PC-Based Digital Video Generators
VG-862

The Flexible PC-Based (PCI)
Digital Video Generator has both
TMDS & LVDS Outputs.

•
•
•
•

VG-861

The Flexible PC-Based "Hybrid" Video
Generator has both Analog & TMDS
Outputs.

TMDS - 165 MHz dot clock
LVDS- 85 MHz dot clock
2K x 2K Memory Plain
Hardware Scroll Function

•
•
•
•

Analog - 250MHz dot clock
TMDS - 165 MHz
4K x 2K Memory Plain
Hardware Scroll Function

Both PC cards (PCI) come with Windows Software for Easy Set-up & Flexible Operation.

Visit our website for details !
www.astro-systems.com
Astro Systems, Inc. Phone (818) 848-7722

info@astro-systems.com
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editorial
conTinued from page 2
image looked nice and clean. as they should
for an MSRP of S 13 .999 .
Despite its German-sounding name. AG
Neovo is a Taiwanese company. It ha been
establishing itself in Europe over the past
3 years. company representatives said. and it
is now among the top I 0 of European LCDmonitor suppliers. Some of the monitors on
display were more highly de igned than the
typical run of monitors. In the company's
premium line. a glass sheet over the monitor
screen protects the display. provides antireflection. and has color filters that only pass
the RGB peaks. which results in greater color
purity. the reps said . What I saw was not
entirely consistent with what I was being told.
though. A premium unit with the glass filter
had much more glare than a value model with out it. Colors on the premium unit were more
saturated. but a smaller economy unit had
subtler color gradations and better detail.
NEC/Mitsubishi was showing a good-looking prototype 30-in. 1280 x 768 LCD monitor
for public-information applications that uses
an LG.Philips panel. The luminance was
450 nits and the contrast ratio was listed as
350: I on the accompanying poster but as
450: I on the data sheet. Take your pick.
Commercial availability is scheduled for
October/November.
Among its other displays . NEC/Mitsubishi.
like Samsung. was showing CRT monitors
with multi-level luminance. The luminance
was enhanced up to a factor of two in three
level.. In a 22-in. version. the normal luminance of 80- 90 nits could be enhanced up to
about I60 nits. The enhancement ratio is
somewhat less if the screen has high average
brightness.
ViewSonic was showing 22.2-in. 9.2Mpixel monitor (3840 x 2400) that could only
have been based on IBM's .. Bertha .. panel.
now made by IDTech- the joint venture
formed last year by Chi Mei and IBM Japan
to take over the ownership and operation of
IBM's LCD-manufacturing plant in Yasu.
Japan.
Sony was introducing a nicely styled ·x
Series .. of LCD monitors with a power-saver
mode that is implemented by pushing a single
button. And many of the varied products with
1
a Sony label had a Memory Stick " slot.
Lexmark had a large booth. but the product
that caught my attention was the new PrinTrio
X75. a combination flat -bed scanner. ink-jet
primer. and copier in a remarkably svelte
60
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package for S 149 MSRP. Information Display contributing editor Alfred Poor will be
evaluating the PrinTrio for PC Magazine in an
upcoming issue.
And. although it has nothing to do with
displays. MediaFour deserves to be acknowledged in the clever software department for
its XP!a/' an applicat ion that allows one
to plug the popular Apple iPod nJ into a
1 1
Windows ' computer. In fact. XPiay makes
the iPod appear as a normal hard drive in
Windows Explorer. so it can be used for data
files as well as MP3 files. And the iPod
always remains compatible with Mac®OS. as
well as with Windows. Mediafour says.
1

•

ShowS toppers
An interesting adjunct to PC Expo was
.. ShowStoppers:· a Wednesday-evening forthe-press-only event at which selected companie get quality time with writers and editors.
and the editors get good food and free drink .
"ShowStoppers .. is an independently run offsire event. and most of the participating companies were only at .. ShowStopper ··and not
to be found at PC Expo itself. I went to
ShowStoppers primarily to talk to Brian
Carskadon of Infocus Corp .. which was pan
of PC Expo Ia t year but this year appeared
only at ShowStoppers.
Carskadon. Infocus·s Senior Product Manager for the LS II 0. the company's first projector designed for the con umer and homeentertainment market - rather than the business and professional market the company has
long dominated- said the product had an
extremely successful introduction at CES in

January. and has since become the second
best-selling home-theater projector.
The LSIIO was impressive at CES. and it
was also impressive at ShowStoppers. where
the ambient illumination was higher.
Logitech was showing a sleek and interesting input device. the Cordless Presemer"
which. with the flip of a switch acts either as a
cordless optical mouse or as a hand-held cordless device for controll ing a digital sl ide show.
What makes the Cordless Presemer particularly interesting is that the cordless pan is
implemented l'ia a Bluetooth radio link. The
device comes with a USB .. mini-receiver .. that
plugs into an available USB port on the PC.
Belkin showed their very tidy collapsing
and interlocking G700 keyboard for Palm and
Sony Clie PDA s ( ee photo). The keyboard's
collapsing action is reminiscent of that in the
old IBM Thinkpad 70 I C ·'butterfly .. notebook
PC. When expanded to its full 9.6-in. width.
the keyboard. which was developed with
Benq. has a rather generous horizontal key
pitch of 17 mm. compared with 19 mm for a
full -sized desktop keyboard. When collapsed
imo itself to make what looks something like
a squared-off woman's compact. the keyboard
measures 3.75 x 5.625 x 0.625 in. and weighs
7 ounces.
1

•

Next Year
Next year. PC Expo· traditional time slot at
the Javit Convention Center will be taken
over by the first CeBIT America show. a
satellite of the huge CeBIT IT trade fair held
annually in Hannover. Germany. in March
(and which is covered by lr ifonnalion DisplaY

backlight
continued from page 64
each year thanks to the efforts of contributing
editor Bryan Norris and his associates).
CeBIT America will take place June 18-20,
2003, and the organizers expect 425
exhibitors and 45,000 attendees. We intend to
cover the event. PC Expo will be held
September 16-18,2003. •

Please send new product releases or
news items to Information Display,
c/o Palisades Convention Management,
4 11 Lafayette Street, 2nd Floor, New
York, NY / 0003.

-KIW

We welcome your comments and suggestions.
You can reach me by e-mail at kwerner@
nutmegconsultants.com, by fax at 203/8559769, or by phone at 203/853-7069 . The contents of upcoming issues of ID are avai lab le
on the lD page at the SID Web site (http://
www.sid. org).

IDRC '03
Nice, France
October 1-4, 2003

'
Symposium, Seminar,
and Exhibition

Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore Convention Center
May 18-23, 2003

in desktop real estate from the changeover to
an FPD was extraordinary, and one other hu ge
advantage demonstrated itself. With my
(relatively) small CRT, I worked about 18 in.
in front of the screen, hunched forward like
some medieval scrivener. With the (relatively) big LCD, I started sitting at about 30
in . from the screen, kicked back in my chair
like a free man.
So far, Venus and Mars have only made
one foray into consumer-electronics land.
Like the SID ex hibition, the store was an FPD
feast for the eyes- but with significant differences . These were all real-world products in
the mass-market channel, with none of the
prototypes and latest-greatest models that
show up at SiD. And store ais les are organized differently from exhibition aisles. All
the competing displays of roughl y the same
size are grouped together: the cellular-phone
disp lays in one aisle, PDA displays in another
aisle, and so forth, which makes side-by-s ide
comparisons much easier.
So far, the current quest for an LCD monitor goes wel l. Our single foray was enough to
demonstrate that some very nice products are
available at very attractive prices about twothirds below what they were when I bought
my monitor three or four years ago. T he stars
of the store were Apple's wide-format
"Studio" LCD monitors in a nice range of
sizes. Unfortunately, these monitors have a
captive digital interface and only work with
certain high-end Apple machines . All the
other LCD monitors had analog interfaces.
A few had noisy images and a few were much
too dim, but the majority performed well.
The success of the first foray notwi thstanding, Ven us and Mars will be going to half a
dozen other stores and asking the same questions of innumerable sales people (some of
whom are very well-educated about the technology and some who don ' t have a cl ue).
Meanwhile, back at the desk, Mars has a
display quandary. Why am I chained to my
desk? Why can't I work outside? The
answer, of course, is that my screen washes
out in outdoor lighting, and that the screens
that are bright enough are too much of a drain
on battery power. Perhaps the answer lies in
sourcing power for the screen from the ambient light, in applying some clever film to the
display, or in the user don ning an innovative
pair of glasses. Where is the practical, affordable FPD technology that will really make me
free? •

David Lieberman is a veteran display journalist li ving in Massachusetts.
Information. Display 9102
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the display continuum
continued from page 4
tion that could develop between plasma panels
perhaps more practical, bent to modify them
and LCDs. The availabi lity of a 40-in. LCD
into something that we find truly useful.
from Samsung and their plans for even larger
One recent early effort may the dynamisizes introduces a new market dynam ic that
cally balanced battery-powered two-wheeled
will be very interesting to watch over the next
personal transportation vehicle. To me it
few years.
looks like an impractical version of an electric
scooter. Wouldn ' t it be more efficient use of
The brightest stars shining in the displaytechnology sky are currently fo und in the new
sidewalk space to have the wheels in line
OLEO constellation. There are a few technirather than side by side? But with all the
cal challenges still to be worked out, but the
attention this new idea is creating, perhaps
rate of progress indicates that useful products
some of the broader concepts for personal
will be introduced at an ever-increasing rate.
transportation are now more likely to be
If I were to select the one performance feature
explored . Therefore, whi le the well-develthat will give OLEOs their starring-role qualoped technologies are meeting our current
ity, I would choose efficiency. The viewneeds, the new and highly innovative ideas
ability of an emissive image is a further plus,
that stretch our thinking and attempt to modand si nce only those pixels that are in the onify our conventional ways of doing things are
state consume energy, the resulting displ ays
tremendously valuable for stimulating the
can be both bright and efficient.
future progress of technology development.
Should we wish to observe yet other newly
As you read this, it will have been a few
evolving display constellations and stars, we
short months si nce this year's SID Internamight want to pay close attention to what is
tional Symposium in Boston. By all of the
happening with projection technologies. The
typical measures, such as technical-session
quest for bigger and brighter viewing surfaces
and seminar attendance, and exhibitor particiis becoming a stimulant for the development
pation, the conference and exhibition were
of new projection systems and for the exploboth major successes. The trade press has
. ration of other ways for putting large highalso been uniformly compli mentary of our
quality images in front of viewers. Projection
efforts. The Symposium is now generall y
technologies for professional applications and
recognized as the one event each year at
for consumer television will continue to prowhich attendees can get the most complete
vide the market drive, while the higher cost of
overview of the latest developments in display
large-screen direct-view displays wi ll give
technologies, as well as the most accurate
projection-display product developers the
look into what the future may hold.
needed incentive to stri ve for further imageThe display industry is currently undergoing a major transition from a CRT-domiquality improvements.
Over this last year, we have witnessed the
nated world to one in which flat panels are
fa ilure of a number of companies attempting
becoming the displays of choice in more and
to introduce new display technologies. Furmore applications. While the CRT is far from
thermore, a few of the survivors are still not as
obsolete and may in fact still have some su rprising new developments to offer (such as
stable and financially healthy as we would
the new beam indexing technique proposed by
like them to be. An unfortunate outcome of
this could be that fund ing for new display
LG .Philips researchers in a paper presented in
Boston), LCDs are growing in size, perforconcepts might become harder to get. If that
happens, it will be detrimental to the longmance capability, and popularity. Plasma
term vitality of the entire display industry. If
panels are making major progress by reducing
private or institutional investment becomes
manufacturing cost while also increasing
scarce, it may become desirable for the large
brightness and efficiency. Virtually all of the
displays on the exhibition floor were of a
display manufacturers to step in and invest in
a certain level of start-up activity to supplequal ity that I would be happy to use or have in
ment the developments occun·ing in their own
my home. From a sales-revenue perspective,
laboratories. The climate of a start-up is suffiCRTs and LCDs are, by a large margin, the
ciently different from that of a corporate
dominant display technologies. But plasma
research laboratory that having such dedicated
panels are expected to increase their penetration into the commercial-usage and television
and focused efforts can stimulate the evol ution of new ideas. The continuation of these
markets. A development that was unexpected
hi gh-risk, but also potentially high-reward,
just a few years ago is the possible competi-

I
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activities is an important method for creating
future successes. We must encourage innovation in the many forms it can take. The ideas
that today may seem too wi ld for realistic
product implementation may be the very ones
that get us started on new paths of ex ploration. Finally, we must pay special attention
to research on new display materials, for this
is, after all , the fount of all new display technologies.
Should you wish to share you r thoughts on
the future of display technologies, or on any
of the other topics addressed in this column,
you may reach me by e-mail at silzars@
attglobal.net, by phone at 425/557-8850, by
fax at 425/557-8983, or by sending a letter to
me at 22513 S.E. 47th Place, Sammamish,
WA 98075 . •

SID '03
Symposium, Seminar,
and Exhibition
Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore Convention Center
May 18-23, 2003
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Back from the Candy Store
by David Lieberman

•

•

•

•

•

The exhibition of the annual SID International Symposium always makes me feel like a kid in an enormous candy store, strolling past rows and rows of
goodies on the show floor, ogl ing the delights.
Among the things that caught my eye at SID were
these.
A handful of display companies at May's SID Symposium demonstrated
3-D displays. Typically using an alternating right-eye, left-eye image to
give the impression of 3-D, they were, without exception, unimpressive.
Standing out from the crowd was a dual-LCD system from Deep Video
Imaging that superimposes one LCD image on top of another and gives the
impression of true depth.
There is a lot of excitement these days over so-called bistable "electronic
paper" displays, and Nemoptic unveiled a new technology at SID that
achieves bistability using conventional TN-LCD materials. The trick lies in
weakly anchoring LCD molecules to one glass substrate to achieve two stable states.
The first Philips Electronics product with a built-in OLED was demonstrated at SID, but many attendees questioned the utility of the application.
It's a rechargeable electric razor with a monochrome OLED in the handle.
It reads out remaining battery time.
One unquestionable SID star was the 40-in. wide-XGA LCD shown by
Samsung Semiconductor, a 1280 x 768-pixel HDTV display with a 15:9
aspect ratio, a luminance of 500 nits, and a contrast ratio of 600:1. The prototype shown has visible seams. ("We don't yet have a big enough stepper," said a company representative.) Seamless versions are expected to
become available in the first half of 2003, with price tags in the $5000
range.
Kudos to Samsung Digital for its SID exhibit of seven side-by-side largescreen TV monitors representing three competing technologies: rearprojection DLP (43 and 50 in.), direct-view LCD (40 in.), and direct-view
PDP (42, 50, and 63 in.).

Mars Returns to Reality - Sort Of
Now that the show is over and a few days have passed, it' s time to mull things
over, hit the desk, get to work, and crank out some words. That's a difficult
thing to do with visions of sugarplum FPDs dancing in one's head and a gorgeous New England spring day beckoning outside.
But my return to reality was cushioned when I returned home from the show
and I found out that I was going to be blessed with the opportunity to extend my
FPD ogle, this time in the Circuit City ' s and CompUSA's of the great Northeast.
My wife, it seems, has decided to buy an LCD monitor and we were going shopping. Shopping, of course, is one of those Mars/Venus things- most men
deplore it, most women adore it- but for me, shopping for FPDs is a different
story altogether.
I should mention that I am a big LCD-monitor booster, having traded in my
15-in. CRT for an 18-in. AMLCD several years ago. As expected, the savings
continued on page 61
64
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Microdisplay 2002. Sponsored by SID. Contact:
Daniell e Rocco, Palisades Convention Manage-·
ment, 2 12/460-8090 x2 18, fax -5460, e-mail:
drocco @pcm41l.com.
Sept. 18- 20,2002
Westminster, Colorado
2002 International Conference on the Science
and Technology of Emissive Displays & Lighting. Contact: K. Neyts, fax +32-9-264-3594,
e-mail: EL2002 @elis.rug.ac.be.
September 23-26, 2002
Ghent, Belgium
Twenty-Second International Display Research
Conference (Eurodisplay '02). Sponsored by SID.
Contact: Janine Verdez, Le Club Visu, +33-1-53-1711-42, fax -45, e-mai l: jverdez.clubvisu@wanadoo.fr.
October 1-4, 2002
Nice, France
The Second SID/MAC OLEO Research & Technology Conference. Contact: Mark Goldfarb, Palisades Convention Management, 212/460-8090
x2 12, fa x -5460, e-mail: mgoldfarb @pcm4ll.com.
October 11, 2002
Princeton, New Jersey
The 9th Annual Symposium on Vehicle Displays.
Contact: Mark Goldfarb, Palisades Convention
Management, 212/460-8090 x2 12, fax -5460,
e-mai l: mgoldfarb @pcm41l.com.
October 23, 2002
Detroit, Michigan
Tenth Color Imaging Conference: Color Science,
Engineering, Systems & Applications. Sponsored
by IS&T and SID. Contact: SID HQ, Dee Dumont,
408/977-1013, fax -1531 , e-mai l: office@sid.org,
www.sid.org.
November 12-15, 2002
Scottsdale, Arizona
The 9th International Display Workshops (IDW
'02). Contact: SID HQ, Dee Dumont, 408/977101 3, fax -153 1, e-mai l: office @sid.org.
Hiroshima, Japan
December 4-6, 2002
The Third International Display Manufacturing
Conference & Exhibition 2003. Contact: SID HQ,
Dee Dumont, 408/977-1013, fax -1531 , e-mail:
office@s id.org.
February 19-21, 2003
Taipei, Taiwan
SID 2003 International Symposium, Seminar,
and Exhibition (S ID '03). Contact: SID HQ, Dee
Dumont, 408/977-1013, fax -1531 , e-mai l:
office @sid.org, www. sid.org.
Baltimore, Maryland •
May 18-23, 2003
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